
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 2 CONTENTS OF THE PROJECT 



Chapter 2. Contents of the Project 
 
2.1  Basic Concept of the Project 
 

For the basic design of the Project, the policies described below are adopted as the 
basic policies. 
 
(1) Design Policies regarding Natural Conditions 
 
1)  Temperature and Solar Radiation 
 

The roofs of the existing facilities are made up of roof tiles on top of corrugated 
metal sheets and have no suspended ceiling below. As a result, the temperature inside the 
classrooms on the north side becomes high due to radiant heat from the roof which is 
exposed to strong solar radiation, disrupting pupils’ study in these classrooms. In view of 
this fact, the planned new facilities will have a suspended ceiling made of a heat insulation 
material to prevent radiant heat from the roof. 

 
2)  Rainfall 
 

Measures vis-à-vis downpours (a high rain intensity can last for 2 to 3 hours) and a 
high humidity level are required. The areas around Zomba and Domasi are high rainfall 
areas. The annual rainfall in an ordinary year is approximately 1,300 mm which drops to 
approximately 800 mm in a dry year. Some 90% of the annual rainfall occurs in the rainy 
season from December to April. The planned measure to deal with heavy rain during the 
rainy season is the introduction of long eaves while ensuring good natural ventilation. 
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Figure 2-1 Weather Condition in Zomba (2000) 

 Earthquakes 

No earthquake causing damage to buildings has been recorded around Zomba or 
Domasi in the past although no accurate earthquake records are available at

 
 
3) 
 

 Design 
Department of MoTW. As seismic stress is not considered for the structural design of local 

der the Project. buildings, seismic force is not considered un
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(2)  Design Policies regarding Social Conditions 
 
1) 
 

ith various background from the local community. In view of possible 
visits by disabled persons, a toilet for the disabled will be added to the ordinary toilets 
together with the elimination of differences in levels to create a barrier free zone. As 

lities, various measures, including 
the introduction of a screened entrance, will be employed to protect their privacy. 

)  Conservation of Surrounding Environment 
 

 
 
(3)
 

)  Building Restrictions and Related Laws and Regulations 

There are no independent design standards in Malawi and BS or SABS (South 
Africa)

refore, be used for the 
Project depending on their appropriateness. The Fire Services Act in Malawi stipulates 

s (hose reels at 30 m intervals), fire extinguishers 
(powder/aqueous) and fire alarm bells, etc. should be decided in accordance with checking 
of the 

 
2) 
 

rs, temperature and pH, etc. will be 
referred to so that the design for the Project reflects these standards. 

)  Use of Locally Procurable Materials 
 

al market. Building services and electrical 
materials are mostly made in South Africa. The construction materials to be used for the 

 Consideration of Users 

Given the character of the demonstration school, the planned facilities are expected 
to attract people w

female pupils dislike being seen entering the toilet faci

 
2

The surrounding area of the DCE is predominantly a natural setting with trees and 
a few scattered private houses. The existing facilities on the campus are also surrounded 
by greenery. Special consideration, including the avoidance of areas with many trees, will 
be paid to the layout plan for the new facilities for the purpose of preserving nature as 
much as possible. 

  Design Policies regarding Construction Conditions 

1
 

 are referred to for building and fire services-related regulations. For building 
design purposes, the standards of the country of origin of building materials are used while 
structural standards in the country in which an engineer studied are referred to for 
structural design purposes. Either BS or Japanese standards will, the

that the locations of indoor fireplug

drawings by the City Planning Office. The relevant aspect of the draft plan for the 
Project will, therefore, be discussed with the City Planning Office for its approval. 

 Environmental Regulations and Environmental Impacts Assessment 

While the environmental regulations in Malawi follow the Blue Book of the EU, 
effluent standards and others are not clearly defined. For the design of the Project, the 
Japanese standards for BOD, COD, residual solid matte

 
3

Most construction materials are procurable locally although many are originally 
imported from South Africa and other countries. Locally produced construction materials 
are limited to gravel, sand, cement, fresh concrete, some secondary concrete products 
(blocks and floor slabs) and bricks. Other construction materials are imported from South 
Africa and other countries for selling in the loc
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Project will be selected from locally procurable materials, which are durable with few 

4)  Use

)  Design Policies regarding Use of Local Contractor 

 business scale of local construction companies in Malawi is quite small as the 
ck of market stimulation measures has kept these companies less competitive in the market. 

ilities. Major construction work in 
alawi involves either foreign aid or investment by a foreign private company. The principal 

contractor
nei
cap
pri
com
 

aintenance Capability of Implementation 
Body 

 
1) 
 

It is assumed that the current technical staff of the DCE will be responsible for the 

adopted by the existing facilities are simple and none of them has any complicated control 

ser
ex  maintenance. 

 

① When only part of a facility is in use, system operation to serve only the area in use will 
be possible. 

ent and systems which are popularly 
used in Malawi and which match the technical level of the maintenance staff of the 
u

complications or difficulties in regard to maintenance. 
 

 of Local Construction Methods and Local Workers  
 

A bricked wall structure is commonly used in Malawi. The interior of such walls is 
lined with mortar with a paint finish. The roof is commonly made of either roof tiles or 
iron sheets. Similar construction methods will, therefore, be adopted for the Project. Even 
though plastering and some finishing work require skilled workers, minimum work 
involving skilled workers will be planned so that local workers can be used to work with 
familiar local construction methods. 

 
 
(4
 

The
la
As a result, they are only capable of constructing small fac
M

 for such work is a construction company of either the donor country or a 
ghbouring country, such as South Africa or Zambia. Given the fact that the technical 
ability of local construction companies is still in the process of development, the planning 

ority is given to the use of local construction methods with which a local construction 
pany acting as the sub-contractor for the Project is familiar. 

 
(5)  Design Policies regarding Operation and M

 Easy to Operate and Maintain Equipment and Systems 

technical maintenance of the new facilities after the completion of the Project. The systems 

devices. In consideration of the technical level of the existing technical staff, the building 
vice equipment and systems for the new facilities will be the same or similar to the 
isting equipment and systems in view of easy operation and

 
2)  Reduction of Running and Maintenance Costs
 

The following measures are planned to save resources as well as energy in order to 
make it easier to secure the required operation and maintenance budget for a long period of 
time. 

 

② Priority is given to the selection of simple equipm

niversity to enable adequate inspection by the said staff. 
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(6)  Design Policies regarding Facility Grades 
 

As all of the planned facilities are essential for a qualitative improvement of secondary 
ducation, the minimum specifications and scale are adopted to materialise as many facilities 

n the local market, will be given selection 
riority to match the existing facilities and to achieve similar grades to the existing facilities. 

 
(7) 
 

Given the anticipated scale of the facilities, completion of the construction work in 

com
equ
 

 
A work supervision method which can be adapted to local engineers and workers will be 
examined by adopting the standard design for secondary schools, which is adopted by the 

onstruction methods. In doing so, it is 
attempted to make the direct construction cost of the Project nearer the local unit cost. 

 

order to minimise the 
number of items to be imported. 

 
(9)  D
 

the subsequent study found many discrepancies in terms of the possession and use of 
ed
labora n the equipment list for the SEP of the World 

ank. The principal considerations for equipment selection are (i) a high potential of use in 
ituation of secondary schools in Malawi and (ii) ease of handling by 

te ciples for equipment selection are listed below. 
 
1)
① Selection of the m nimum range of equipment featuring equipment which is required to 

iculum, easy to use by ordinary teachers and frequently used 

③ Exclusion of equipment of which the maintenance or for which obtaining consumables 
is difficult from the scope of the Project 

e
as possible. Materials, which can be procured i
p
 

 Design Policy regarding Construction Schedule 

some 12 months is judged to be possible provided that locally procurable materials and 
mon construction methods in Malawi are used. The procurement and installation of the 

ipment will be completed within the same period. 

 
(8)  Design Policies regarding Cost Reduction 

1) 

World Bank, and commonly used materials and c

2) As seismic force is not considered for structural design in Malawi, the existing facilities of 
the DCE employ a wall structure. The amounts of reinforcing bars and concrete to be used 
under the Project will be reduced as much as possible by employing the same type of 
structure where possible. 

 
3) In principle, wooden furniture will be manufactured in Malawi in 

 

esign Policies regarding Equipment Selection 

The original request was not accompanied by a clearly specified equipment list and 

ucational equipment by educational facilities similar to those requested. In the case of 
tory equipment, selection will be based o

B
view of the current s

achers. The basic prin

 Equipment Selection 
i
Criteria 

implement the curr
reflected upon the actual teaching condition. 

② Exclusion of equipment which can be easily procured at low cost within the scope of the 
Project 
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2) Equipment Grade 

② Grade which can be maintained by a local agent 
③ E

) Quantity of Equipment 

②  Avoidance of duplication between different

① Good durability 

asy maintenance 
 
3
①  Sufficient but not excessive quantity required for learning by pupils 

 subjects but sufficient quantity for common 
use 
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2.2  Ba

)  Demonstration Secondary School 

As there is no demonstration secondary school in Malawi at present, the first such 
school 

 for scientific experiments 
r the science and biology laboratories, cooking and dress-making equipment for the HE 

etalworking equipment for the handicrafts workshop, 
such office equipment as a copier and OHP and suitable furniture for each room. 

capacity of the female hostels to 
70, which is half of total 540 students. New female hostels will, therefore, be constructed 

und furniture, including beds, study desks and 
chairs, will s equipment requi e lives of r 
sch
 
(3)  Computer Room 
 

l curricu in 2000 incor c ssons in 
sec r necessary for such subjects as 
humanities e are 5 computers donated by USAID at DCE 
how evelo  
by teachers and students are restricted to use them . A computer workshop that 20 students 
can efore ary des computer 
des whic  the size of er room. 
As ecifications ut of dated, 20  will be 
pre

(4)  

sic Design of the Requested Japanese Assistance 
 
2.2.1  Confirmation of Contents of the Request 
 

The contents of the request and their purposes and confirmed items during the Basic 
Design Study, are described below. 
 
(1
 

will be necessary to be established at the DCE, which commands the status of a key 
institution for the training of secondary school teachers in the country, for the purposes of 
developing training opportunities for students and teaching methods and of contributing to the 
qualitative improvement of secondary school teachers through research work. The envisaged 
school will have such facilities as administrative rooms, classrooms, science and biology 
laboratories, HE and handicrafts workshops, a library and an assembly hall, etc. A range of 
equipment will be provided for these facilities, including equipment
fo
workshop, drawing, woodworking and m

Staff housing is one of the requirements for a new school in Malawi and staff housing 
for 20 teachers and 6 administrative staff members is additionally requested. Given the lower 
salary level for teachers at the DCE at present than those of other colleges/universities, the 
lack of staff housing will jeopardise the recruitment of new staff for the new school.  
 
(2)  Female Hostels 
 

The PIF, which is the higher plan for the Project, calls for the rectification of gender 
and social gaps in secondary education to achieve equal opportunities for all. The 
accommodation capacity of the existing DCE hostels is 390 for male students and 150 for 
female students. The shortage of female hostels has restricted the enrolment of female 
students at the DCE. It is, therefore, necessary to increase the 
2

er the Project to meet the shortage. Items of 
 be provided a red for th students and self-study afte

ool hours. 

The new nationa lum introduced porates omputer le
ondary education. Practical t aining using computers is 

 and mathematics. Actually ther
ers are usedever, these comput  for teaching material d pment or preparation of tests

 make a practice will, ther
ks and chairs, the sizes of 

, be intro  necess
te for

duced. The  furniture inclu
h should be appropria the comput

the model and sp of computer soon be o  computers
pared by the DCE  

 
 Gymnasium
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Physical education at secondary schools commenced in 2000 under the new 
urriculum. The DCE is the only institution in Malawi which implements the curriculum for 

rs. Currently the practice of PE is introduced in 
urriculum 11 hours per week. The construction of the gymnasium will avoid direct sun, 

PE on the many rainy days during the 
iny season. A range of PE equipment, including volleyballs and basketballs, and fitness 

 
In regard to the development of a water supply system on the DCE campus, test 

drilli
to find a 
during re
which de
further te  
adequate size to ensure the smooth management of the new school. 
 
(6)  Addi

 
In

made dur
found tha
to preserv
low price
was decid  part of the analysis of the requested items in Japan. 
Meanwhile,
class
seco
It w
item
curri
 

c
the training of secondary school PE teache
c
which is strong throughout the year, and will enable 
ra
equipment were requested for this gymnasium. 
 
(5)  Water Supply Facilities 

ng has been conducted in the past to provide a stable supply of water but has been unable 
suitable water source. As a result, low-pressure water supply is currently provided 
stricted hours. As the question of a stable water supply has become a serious issue 
termines the length of teaching hours and even the continuity of teacher training, 
st drilling will be conducted with a view to introducing a water supply system of an

tional Request of Equipment 

 addition to the above contents of the original request, an additional request was 
ing the field survey period as shown below. The survey on the existing equipment 
t this additional request involved basic equipment and that it had mainly been made 
e the quantity of existing equipment. Most of the items can be procured locally at a 
 and their absence will not disrupt the practical teaching in place. Nevertheless, it 
ed to examine their necessity as

 the introduction of a HE workshop, handicrafts workshop, AV centre, special 
room for the visually impaired, recreation room and sports ground to the demonstration 
ndary school was additionally requested following the revision of the curriculum in 2000. 
as, therefore, decided to examine their necessity as part of the analysis of the requested 
s in Japan although their relevance did not appear to be high in view of the current 
culum requirements and ability of the teaching staff, etc. 

Table 2-1 Additional request during the field survey 
Requested item Contents   Reason of request 

・Domasi College of Education 
Computer Ten (10) for teacher for administration 
E

Out of order 
xisting Lab .(Chemical) Glass utensil、Burner, etc. The number is not enough 

E
Balance, etc. 

The number is not enough for 
practice 

xisting Lab .(Physics) Video Camera, Computer, 

Existing Lab .(Biology) Glass utensil, etc. Same above 
Existing Lab .(Home Economics) Electrical sawing machine, Iron, 

Spoon, etc Same above 

・Demonstration Secondary School 
H ulum of year 

2000 
ome Economics Lab. Construction of Laboratories Need for new curric

C  above Need for practice raft Work Shop Same
C omputer Lab.  

20 computers for students Same above omputer and Computer Lab. Construction of C

Audio Visual Centre Construction of AV centre Same above 
S
i

pecial Classroom for the visually 
mpaired Same above Same above 

Recreation Room Same above Same above 
Sports Ground Preparation of sports ground Same above 
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2.2.2
 
2.2.2
 
(1) R Demonstration Secondary School 

 Status 
 
 

 

 means of actual 
daily practice. In addition, the mutual complementation of the lessons at the DCE 

ct for students. 
 
② Th

ally obtained from the demonstration secondary school. Moreover, as 

addition to diversion of the savings to other educational purposes. While there are three 
CDSS in the catchm
Zomba (16 km from Domasi), upgrading of schools to a dem tion 
school would make it n ea p or 
stude f r s f ommunications and transport to any one of 
these schools. Given the severe financial stat f t D ho ve th y of 
these schools as a demo
 

ximity the and he demo s 
esta xpected max the uc nal e  t st nt f th E 
thro aily activiti nd, ore the tab ment of a new demonstration 
secondary school on the campu e D  is ge  b hl le

 
2) Sca stration con hoo
 
 requiremen or gu on

forth by the MoEST Science d Cu e (M
two e classes per grade (460 students in 
total) and he minimum requirements are set for 

  Examination of Contents of the Request 

.1  Scope of Assistance for Facilities 

elevance of 
 
1) of Demonstration Secondary School 

The following purposes of establishing the demonstration secondary school were 
confirmed through consultations with the DCE during the Basic Design Study period. 

① By establishing a demonstration secondary school on the campus of the DCE, 
students of the DCE will be able to familiarise themselves with the proceedings of 
classroom lessons, classroom management and communication by

and educational practice at the school will enhance the feedback effe

e presence of a demonstration secondary school on the campus will allow the 
DCE to gather vital information to develop a teaching method, an educational 
method specific to each subject and a curriculum. At present, the MIE situated next 
to the DCE develops the curriculum and teaching instructions with the help of the 
DCE. The development of an educational method specific to each subject and 
curriculum which are more closely linked to the reality of the educational front line 
will be possible as the MIE will be able to routinely gather detailed information 
from the school. 

 
As activities to achieve the above purposes can be routinely conducted, it will be 

easier for the teachers and students of the DCE to share accumulated information and 
experience origin
some of the teaching practice for DCE students can take place at this new school, 
reduction of the travelling and accommodation expenses for students will be possible in 

ent area of the DCE and one conventional secondary school near 
one of these onstra

ecessary for the DCE to provide a m
the poo

ns of trans ortation f

 of an
nts because o tate o telec

e o he CE, we r, e use
nstration school is not feasible. 

The pro of  DCE  t nstration school when the latter i
blished is e  to imise ed atio  eff cts on he ude s o e DC
ugh d es a  theref ,  es lish

s of th CE  jud d to e hig y re vant. 

le of Demon  Se dary Sc l 

The ts f the inau rati  of a new secondary school in Malawi set 
 an ltur oEST) specify three types of schools, i.e. 

 classes per grade (320 students in total), thre
 four classes per grade (double shifts). T
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laboratories, teachers’ rooms and other facilities. As the minimum requirement for 
teacher

 
  

at the new school will have two classes per grade (40 students/class x 2 classes/grade x 

 the 
viability of the new sch  school is due to open in 2005 and the 
DCE should introduce the necessary m  allow the transf
through fo F4)  t  (F1) 
t dent t th ti   sc ol e g  a em ty as m

 
3) t Are m  h  r
 
 n a 0  u s ca m

secondary school and, therefore, it can be a
N
n
o
5
p  catchment 
area of the new demonstration secondary school will have 272 children who could enrol 
in the first grade (F1) at the beginning of 
of F2, F3 and F4 secondary school student

pect ve 1  in the catchment area who could enrol in F4 at 
w sc

 
These figures are calculated from the Education Basic Statistics Malawi, 1998, 1999 
and 200

ble schools atchments area

2002 Number of 
Enrollement 2 STD8 

s is the same for schools with one class per grade and schools with two classes 
per grade, all secondary schools have at least two classes per grade because of the 
inefficiency of schools with one class per grade. The basic number of students per class 
is set at 40. 

Based on the analysis results of the contents of the request, it has been decided
th
4 grades = 320 students) with a minimum number of staff members. This decision took 
the eligible number of children in the catchment area into consideration to ensure

ool. At present, the new
easures to

in addition to
er of second (F2) 

of first gradeurth ( grade students the enrolmen
s u s a e me of the ho ’s op nin to void p  cl sroo s. 

School Catchmen a and Esti ated Number of Sc ool-Age Child en 

The MoEST sets forth a  are  with a 1  km radi s a the tch ent area for a 
ssumed that children in the Songani zone and 

sondale zone will be admitted to the new demonstration secondary school. As of 2002, 
ine primary schools in the Songani zone (one of which is an incomplete school with 
nly students up to the sixth grade) and two primary schools in the Nsondale zone have 
07 eighth grade primary school students (see Table 2-2). Assuming that the ratio of 
rimary school students progressing to secondary education is 53.8%*, the

the 2003 school year. Given the average ratios 
s to F1 students of 97.8%, 63.3% and 54.1%* 

res i ly, there will be 48 children
the ne hool. 

* 
0. 

 
Ta  2-2 Primary  within c  

200

Primary School Distance
（Km) Zone Year

M F Total M F Total of 

2003F1
ated 

Number 

Students

Estim

Malemia 1.2 Songani 8 347 428 775 23 24 47 25.3
Domasi Govt. 0.5 Songani 8 607 659 1,266 41 43 84 45.2
Domasi Domo 0.0 Songani 8 287 354 641 25 35 60 32.3
Mchengawedi 4.0 Songani 8 523 586 1,109 12 13 25 13.5
Mapalo 3.0 Songani 8 260 283 543 9 21 30 16.1
Songani 5.0 Songani 8 744 878 1,622 57 69 126 67.8
Mwanje 6.0 Songani 5 166 211 377 0 0 0 0.0
Domasi CCAP 10.0 Songani 8 344 305 649 25 20 45 24.2
Lifani 4.5 Songani 8 280 321 601 32 38 70 37.7
Matandani 2.5 Nsondole 8 175 232 407 11 9 20 10.8
Kanjedza 3.0 Nsondole 6(?) 138 108 246 0 0 0 0.0
        3,871 4,365 8,236 235 272 507 272
Source: Songani, Statistic of Songani Zone2002 September,   

Nsondole Planning Section, South Eastern Division 
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  the last 10 years 

(1998 national census data), the eligible number of children for the new school in the 
catchment area in 2005 is estimated to be 283 for F1*, 277 for F2, 179 for F3 and 153 
for F4. Of these, 80 from each group will enrol at the new school. As the catchment area 
currently has three CDSS and four private schools but no ordinary day secondary school, 
there should be a sufficient number of children of appropriate age in the catchment area. 
 
Note: The relevant age is 15 – 18 for F1 to F4.  (In Japan, the student age for each grade is based on the age when 
leaving school. In Malawi, it is based on the age of enrolment at the school. Therefore, the age range is 14 – 17). 

 
Table2-3 Number of students subject to enrolment 

STD 8 F1(53.8％ of STD 8) F2 (97.8% of F1) F3 (63.3% of F1) F4 (54.1% of F1)

When applying the annual population growth rate of 1.9% in

  M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total
2002 235 272 507  
2003  126.4 146.3 272.8 123.6 143.1 266.8 80.0 92.6 172.7 68.4 79.2 147.6
2004  128.8 149.1 277.9 126.0 145.8 271.8 81.6 94.4 175.9 69.7 80.7 150.4
2005  131.3 151.9 283.2 128.4 148.6 277.0 83.1 96.2 179.3 71.0 82.2 153.2
Source: Zomba Education Office 

As of February, 2003, the school fee is MK 1,500/year for state schools, 
including CDSS. In comparison, the school fee for private schools varies from MK 
1,500 to MK 15,000/year. While it is believed that the new school will not face any 
difficulties attracting students, special attention should be paid to its possibly adverse 
impacts on the local community in general and private schools in particular. 
 

Table2-4 Number of secondary school and students within area of demonstration secondary school 
  Secondary School Zone Male Female Total 

  NSONDOLE Nsondole 174 82 256
CDSS KATAMBA Nsondole 239 108 347
  SONGANI Songani 227 107 334
  Sub-total   640 297 937
  Yankho Songani N.A. N.A. 60
  Domasi Private Songani N.A. N.A. 320
Private Mapalo Private Songani N.A. N.A. 200
 School Mlauli Songani N.A. N.A. 350
  Sub-total   N.A. N.A. 930

Total      1,867
Source: CDSS, South Eastern Education Division Summary Statistic Oct., 2000  

  Private school, Songani Primary School Teachers（Hearing from PEA of Songani Zone）2003 February 

Required Number of Teachers 

According 

 
4) 
 

to the minimum staff requirements for secondary schools set forth by 
the Mo

cal teaching 
anities and language subjects taught at secondary schools. With 

um requirement for teachers is 18, consisting of one 
ur department heads and 12 ordinary teachers. As it is 

achers which specialise in certain subjects to ensure 

 
EST following the streamlining of secondary education institutions and the 

introduction of the new curriculum, the minimum number of teachers is 16 for schools 
with two classes per grade and 24 for schools with three classes per grade. The new 
urriculum introduced in 2000 demands the gradual introduction of practic

facilities for science, hum
such facilities in mind, the minim
principal, one vice-principal, fo
desirable for schools to have some te
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the smooth progress of teaching, the planned number of teachers of 20 for the new 
luding two specialist teachers, is judged to be appropriate. 

 

・Mathm
・Biology

・Home 

・Phy. E

・Agricul
・Compu

schools, inc

Academic Administration (Support Staff)

・Physical Science (2) ・English (2) ・Geology (2)

atics (2) ・Chichewa (3) ・History (2)
 (2) ・French (1) ・Theology & Religious (2)

Economics (2)

ducation (2)

ture (2)
ter Studies (1)

・Craft &

* 11 te
  actua

Schedul

Assistant
Accountant (1)

Store Clerk (1)

T

Clerk Officer (1)

Principal　(1)

d Head of Dept. (1)

(Science)

 Technology (1)

20 teachers will stay in teachers house 6 staff will stay in staff house

achers serve concurrentry 2 subjects among above 26 teachers. Therefore,
lly 15 teachers will be assigined.  Two subject can be lectured by one teacher.  

ed number of person is indicated in  ( )

(Language) (Humanity) (General Duty)

Messenger (2)

TeacherTeacher

Driver (1)

Cleaners (2)

Groundsmen (4)

PBX Operator (1)

Library Assistant (1)

Lab. Assistant (1)eacher Typist (1)

Deputy Principal (1) Bursar (1)

Hea  of Dept.(1) Head of Dept. (1)

 Figure 2-2 Organization of demonstration secondary school 

ponents of Demonstration Secondary School 

A demonstration secondary school is required to well perform its intended 
tions in accordance with the relevant national policies, including the 
ards/requirements set forth by the MoEST for all secondary schools. To be more 

ise, teaching must be in line with the new curriculum introduced in 2000. Following 
sis of the contents of the request, it has been decided to include workshops for HE 

handicrafts, both optional subjects, because of the strong need for these facilities at a 

 
5) Com
 
 

func
stand
prec
analy
and 
econdary school. 

 
In re

as es
nece
 
• A
• Cl
• To
 Laboratories (Science; Biology) 

s

gard to the necessary rooms, the following rooms are included in the Project 
sential components in view of their compatibility with the government policy, their 
ssity based on the curriculum and their versatile usability at the school. 

dministration Block 
assrooms (40 students x 8) 
ilets 

•
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• Workshops (Home Economy; Handicrafts) 
• 

ulti-purpose Hall 
orage 

It has been decided to omit some of the requested rooms from the Project as their 
ance is judged to be low due to the reasons summarized below. These rooms are a 
al study laboratory, Computer room, AV centre, Special classroom for the visually 

Library 
• M
• St
 

relev
Soci
impaired, Sports ground and Recreation room. 

 
rkshop 

d to be a subject to 
materialise the linkage of students with society as upheld by the PIF. In this context, 

hop appears useful for teaching on life skills which is also a 
compu

ulti-purpose hall. Accordingly, it has been decided that no special 
social studies workshop will be introduced as a component of the Project. 

 
② er Room 

The PIF calls for the introduction of computer education in secondary 
itute the driving force of the 

f Malawi. Ho p pidl ome outdated, making their 
every few y ry iti employme ter 

 necessary. As there is no plan to employ such 
er for the demon ation seco ary scho l, co u

er, there is no plan nder the Project to provide com
 computer training room Neither is the provision of computers for 

the demonstration secondary school planned unde he P ec
plan to procure computers for this secondary scho at it w

o t included in the oject bec e of its irreleva ponent. 
 

entre 
At present, such A teaching aterials a duc on
ared by the AV Centre of the Malawi Institute of du

plan for the demonstration secondary school to prepare th
ls. Even the higher n does no pecify A  educ io ondary schools 

and the activities of an AV centre have little relevance to the curriculum. 
Accordingly, the inclusion of an AV centre as a component of the Project has no 
relevance to education at the demonstration secondary school. 

 
 

① Social Studies Wo
 Social studies is a compulsory subject which is taught at all secondary 

schools. At present, this subject is taught in ordinary classrooms. Despite 
expectations for proper preparation and the use of teaching materials which reflect 
the real social conditions surrounding the students, such teaching materials are not 
sufficiently available for social studies which are considere

a social study works
lsory subject. If there is a room where the products of joint work in social 

studies lessons can be displayed as parts of teaching materials, such a room can be 
regarded as a resource centre for students to share information and experiences. 
However, the function of such a resource centre of the joint production of teaching 
materials for social studies, such as illustrated environmental information or 
information on the local community, etc., can be conducted in the handicrafts 
workshop or m

Comput
 

education to train human resources that will const
future o
renewal 

wever, com
ears necessa

uters ra
. In add

y bec
on, the nt of a compu

engineer for maintenance purposes is
an engine str nd o mp ter maintenance is not 
guaranteed. Moreov
the

 
 of the DCE. 

u puters for 

r t roj t. As the DCE has no 
ol s o n expense, a computer 

ro m is no  Pr aus nce as a project com

③ AV C
 

are prep
V m s e ati al video programmes 

 E cation and there is no 
eir own AV teaching 
n at secmateria pla t s V at
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④ Special Classroom for Visually Impaired 
pproximately im ool nts have so al 

ent (Educatio at la 0). Corres for 
 unavailable. Standard secondary school 

 not include special facilities for the visually impaired and there is no 
dard. At present, there are no special teachers or  is 

ary for the Governm  of Mala to train such teache
facility has, therefore, little relevance to the Project and has 

the Project. 

Sports Ground 
There is a sports ground on the planned site or th e

demon tratio p
ently. As the DCE  its own s rts grou , the o he 

primary school can be shared by the secondary school. It is, therefore, judged that 
th

A recreation room has little relevance to the higher plan. As the planned 
not a boarding school, there is little necessity for 

a room

 
 listed 

below. 
 

Table 2-

Requ

 A
impairm

 0.1% of pr
n Basic St

ary sch
istics Ma

stude me kind of visu
ponding data wi 200

secondary school students is currently
facilities do
relevant stan  f  such children and it
necess ent wi rs first. The requested 

been omitted from the 
scope of 

 
⑤ 
 

school which is currently used by the 
 f
s

e d
n 

monstration secondary 
rimary school albeit 

infrequ has po nd  sp rts ground used by t

e inclusion of a sports ground in the Project is unnecessary. 
 
⑥ Recreation Room 
 

demonstration secondary school is 
 for the recreational activities of students. Moreover, this type of room is not 

included in the standard components for secondary schools set forth by the MoEST. 
As group/joint activities based on the curriculum can be conducted in the multi-
purpose hall, it is judged that the introduction of a recreation room has no relevance 
to the Project. 

The required components for the demonstration secondary school are

5  Necessary rooms for the demonstration secondary school 

ested room 
Consistency 

with a national 
policy 

Necessity 
from a 

curriculum

Multi 
-usability Judge & Comment 

<The component which should be included in this Project> 
Administration Block 〇 - - 〇 Necessary for school operation 
Classroom
Classroom

s (2 rooms x 4 grades = 8 
s)  

〇 - - 〇 Necessary for teaching 

WC 〇 - - 〇 Necessary for school operation 
Science 〇 〇 〇 〇 Necessary for Curriculum practice
Biology 〇 〇 〇 〇 Same above Laboratory 
Home Economics 〇 〇 〇 〇 Same above 

Craft Workshop × 〇 〇 〇 Same above 
Library ents〇 - - 〇 Necessary for self study of stud
Assembly 〇 - 〇 〇 Convert as a multi purpose hall  hall 
Storage  〇 - - 〇 Necessary for school operation

Teacher’s
l 

 Houses 〇 - - 〇
Necessary for secure and instal
teachers 
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Requ -usabilityested room 
Consistency 

with a national 
policy 

Necessity 
from a Multi Judge & Comment 

curriculum
<The component which should be excluded from this Project> 

Social Study Laboratory × 〇 × ×
Craft workshop and multi  
purpose hall can be used. 

Computer Room × 〇 × ×
Depend on the availability of  
computers 

Audio-Vi
 

sual Center × × × ×
Not included as a component of
secondary school of MoEST 

Special C
impaired 

 lassroom for the visually 
〇 × × ×

Not included as a component of
secondary school of MoEST 

Sports Ground 〇 - - ×
Existing ground at DCE can be 
used 

Recreation Room × - - × Not related to curriculum 

 
scribed next. 

 
6) Labo

ratories 

 

ed to the science and biology are majored in by most of the students.  

xperiments specified in the curriculum is 
planned. 

The science laboratory will be located next to the biology laboratory so that 
these two laboratories can share an equipment storage room and a preparation room. 

 

The examination results of each component are de

ratories and Workshops 
 
① Science and Biology Labo
 The curriculum for secondary education combines physics and chemistry as 

natural science subjects under the single subject of “science”. Science and biology 
are both compulsory subjects and most secondary schools have corresponding 
laboratories. In terms of the syllabus for secondary education, laboratory exercises 
or experiments are regarded as part of learning through experience to improve the 
quality of secondary education. It is judged that these two laboratories are essential 
for the demonstration school in view of the actual contents of the curriculum. 

At many secondary schools in Malawi, laboratories are used for not only 
experiments but also for lectures although the intensity of their use for lectures 
varies from one school to another. The use of the requested laboratories for lectures 
is, therefore, considered in the project design. It has been substantiated that the 
frequency of laboratory use for actual experiments depends on the ability of 
individual teachers. The provision of an assistant to improve the efficiency of 
teaching in the laboratories is desirable. 

The integrated science is core subject in the new curriculum and other 
subjects relat

Laboratory tables will be arranged in each of the science and biology 
laboratories to serve a class size of 40 students. Based on a rate of one table per five 
students, eight tables for students and one table for the teacher, totalling nine tables, 
are planned for each laboratory. Each laboratory table will be equipped with water 
supply and drainage systems, a gas tap for a burner and a electrical power point. In 
addition, a range of equipment for use for e

 

② HE Workshop 
 In 2002, seven out of 18 conventional secondary schools in the South 

Eastern Division offered HE as an optional subject and approximately two-thirds of 
the students in F1 through F3 took this optional subject regardless of gender. The 
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standard requirements for secondary schools set forth by the MoEST include a HE 
workshop. In consideration of these facts, it is judged that the introduction of a HE 
workshop is relevant to the Project. 

HE is an optional subject and it is assumed that two-thirds of the class size, 
which is the Handicrafts Workshop average ratio of students opting to take an 
optional subject, is used as the planning basis (up to 30 students) for this workshop. 
In the curriculum, HE is further divided into cooking and dress-making courses and 
the plan should allow the simultaneous use of this single workshop for cooking and 
dress-making. Each work table will serve five students. A total of seven tables, 
co

③ Handicrafts Workshop 
nt curriculum includes technical drawing, metalwork, art and 

woodwork as optional subjects for junior secondary education and crafts design and 
te

currently depends on the availability of suitable facilities and 
te

7) 

 on in Malawi is the serious shortage of 
textboo

an adequate quantity of 
textboo

nsisting of six tables for students and one table for the teacher, is planned. Each 
table will be equipped with water supply and drainage systems and a electrical 
power point for cooking purposes. In addition, cookers, etc. for cooking practice 
and sewing machines, etc. for dress-making practice are planned under the 
equipment component of the Project. Baths, etc. for baby care practice will not be 
introduced because of their little use. In addition, a range of equipment for use for 
experiments specified in the curriculum is planned. 

The HE laboratory will be located next to the workshop so that these two 
laboratories can share an equipment storage room and a preparation room. 

 

 The curre

chnology as an optional subject for senior secondary education. However, few 
secondary schools offer crafts design and technical drawing, etc. as optional 
subjects. Even though teaching on handicrafts requires suitable equipment, this 
subject is a popular optional subject at schools possessing such equipment. It is not 
unusual for an entire class to select this subject. The decision on which subject is 
taught in Malawi 

achers and it is essential for the demonstration secondary school to have suitable 
facilities and teachers. As a subject for junior secondary education, handicrafts 
existed prior to the introduction of the new curriculum in 2000 while craft design 
and technology in senior secondary education combines the three components of 
handicrafts in junior secondary education. As such, this subject is not new and there 
are teachers capable of teaching the various components of this subject. It is, 
therefore, judged that the inclusion of a handicrafts workshop in the Project is 
appropriate. 

Work tables and chairs to serve a class of 40 students are planned for the 
handicrafts workshop. Each table will seat five students and nine tables, consisting 
of eight tables for students and one table for the teacher, are planned. Each table 
will be equipped with a power point. The basic range of training equipment is 
planned, including drawing equipment, pottery equipment, woodwork equipment 
and metalwork equipment. 

 
Library 

 
One of the problems of secondary educati
ks with a student to textbook ratio of more than 10 to 1 for many subjects. While 

the PIF, which is the higher plan, calls for the distribution of 
ks and supplementary teaching materials to each secondary school, the reality is 

that not all students are provided with a textbook in the classroom. As it is necessary for 
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students to read textbooks in the library after lessons, a library is an important facility. 
The standard requirements for secondary schools set forth by the MoEST include a 

brary, which is also necessary for students to read supplementary teaching materials. 
ols have a library. Students use the 

library sis during intervals o ol hours. Although t r of 
o y varies nother, it is the policy o 

provide textbooks and supplementary teaching materials for the demon  
c io y is judged to be a 
e f the

 ted th EST, the si y is 
l assum f a class of 40 students and 
0 ers. loye ents 
a bo c The 

stack room is approximately 40 m . Sufficient reading 
g space for open shelves, will be provided. Reading tables and individual 

 The adoption of the standard space for 

 
8) 
 
 

 

he educational/school 
ple related to the secondary school are parents and 

 
①  Hall 

condary schools in Malawi have a multi-purpose hall as a facility 

fre

li
The field survey found that most day secondary scho

 on a daily ba r after scho he numbe
b oks in the librar  from one school to a  of the MoEST t

stration secondary
s hool as a matter or pr

nt o
rity based on the PIF. Accordingly, a librar

r levant compone  Project. 
Having adop e relevant standard set by the Mo ze of the librar

p anned based on its ed use by 50 persons, consisting o
1  school staff memb The open stacking system will be emp d so that stud
c n freely search the oks. This system will secure a wide spa

2
e in general. 

MoEST standard for the size of a 
pace, includins

booths for personal learning will be introduced.
shelves set forth by the MoEST will make it possible to store the number of books 
required of an ordinary secondary school. Textbooks, reference books and other books 
for the library will be provided by the Malawi side. 

Multi-Purpose Hall 

The DCE currently has a multi-purpose hall which is used for various purposes, 
including student meetings, college events and gymnastics practice using mats, etc. The 
hall has an auxiliary kitchen for students and functions as a canteen. The hall also has a 
small space which functions as a cafeteria and an outdoor space for eating and drinking. 
As the DCE is a boarding college, all of the students have their meals in this multi-
purpose hall every day. 

As the demonstration secondary school will be established on the campus of the 
DCE, use of the DCE’s multi-purpose hall for the school’s own purposes may be 
imagined. In reality, however, such use would be quite difficult given the intensive use 
of the DCE’s multi-purpose hall as described above. Moreover, the field survey found 
that the primary school on the DCE campus has never shared the DCE’s facilities from 
the time when it was a demonstration primary school for the teacher training college for 
primary school teachers, i.e. the predecessor of the DCE. It has been pointed out that the 
planned demonstration secondary school cannot expect to share the DCE’s facilities 
because of various reasons except in special cases. Furthermore, the secondary school 
nd the DCE are separate bodies from the viewpoint of ta

communities linked to them. Peo
people of the local community. It is reported that, unlike a college or university, the scale 
of commitment by these people affects not only school management but also the 
academic performance of the students. The availability of a space to hold the school’s 
own events and meetings, etc. should, therefore, prove to be instrumental in developing a 
stronger commitment by parents and local people to the demonstration secondary school. 

Activities at Multi-Purpose
Ordinary se

component at which the activities listed in Table 2-6 take place. 
While the frequency of various meetings varies from one school to another, the 

quency of meetings involving staff members of local schools to be held at this 
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de
be
 

Table 

 

monstration secondary school is expected to be higher than other secondary schools 
cause of its status as a model school. 

2-6  Activities at multi-purpose hall of secondary school 

Type of Activity Participants Frequency 

1 eek(twice/ Morning assembly All teachers and students Every w
week in some cases)

2 Entrance ceremonies and 
graduation ceremonies All teachers and students Once/year 

3 Student meetings Single class or all students of one grade (50 – 100) 20 – 30 times/year 
4 Parent meetings, etc. People related to the school (40 – 50) 3 – 5 times/year 
5 Community meetings People of the local community (30 – 40) 2 – 3 times/year 
6 Teacher training events Teachers of local secondary schools (40 – 50) 5 – 6 times/year 

7 presentatives and teachers (40 – 50) 3 – 5 times/year Study meetings for local 
schools Community re

Sour
 

② Po

qu
jo
le
ce
(la
le
sc y school 

ls (there is no conventional school), this new school 

wh

an
co
ha
T
la
re
th

e above argument, the introduction of a multi-purpose hall at the 
school is judged to be both necessary and relevant. 

 

ce: Survey data 

sition of Proposed School in Cluster System 
Active use of the cluster system is a government policy in Malawi to improve the 

ality of education. Under this system, 8 – 10 schools form a cluster and these schools 
intly conduct staff training (on not only the teaching of individual subjects but also on 
adership and management skills, etc.) and share textbooks, information and experience, 
ntering on a core school. The core school is selected based on such criteria as the size 
rger than the others), location (good physical access from satellite schools) and high 

vel of the principal’s leadership or commitment. At present, conventional secondary 
ho ls act as core school. As the catchment area of the demonstration secondaro

has only CDSS and private schoo
could become the core school in the area, suggesting that meetings, including those 

ich involve the local community, may well frequently be held at the school. 
Given the fact that the active involvement of local people in school management 

d the training of teachers as well as representatives of the local community greatly 
ntribute to a qualitative improvement of education, the introduction of a multi-purpose 
ll to facilitate the necessary activities to improve education is a government policy. 

he multi-purpose hall of the demonstration secondary school will, therefore, have a 
rger floor space than ordinary classrooms for the display of textbooks, books and 
ference materials, etc. so that it can function as a resource centre for satellite schools in 
e cluster system and the local community. 

Based on th
demonstration 

③ The scale of Multi-Purpose Hall 
Morning assembly will be held in the courtyard or another suitable place. As 

such other events as the entrance ceremony, graduation ceremony and national tests only 
take place once a year, these will be held in the existing DCE hall. Therefore the size of 
the multi-purpose hall under the Project is planned to be large enough to accommodate 
the activities of students of one grade instead of 340 (320 students  and 20 teachers) 
which has been requested. 

 
• Grade Meetings 

The new curriculum for secondary schools introduced in 2000 adopts an 
approach of enhancing academic ability as well as daily life skills through enquiring 
study, experiments and observation. The availability of a place to hold presentation 
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meetings for each grade or joint work by students of the same grade relating to social 
studies, science studies or life skills can contribute to the exchange of opinions 
between students and also to active class management. As the demonstration 
secondary school will have two classes (80 students) per grade, the multi-purpose hall 
will have a sufficient floor area to accommodate some 100 seats, consisting of 80 seats 
for students of one grade and seats for school staff and external personnel. 

The floor space of the multi-purpose hall of the demonstration secondary 
school should be large enough to seat some 100 people (80 students of one grade, 

e 
quivalent to d to provid o h 

sist gs held in the hall. 
 

• T
 

PTA/school community (parents and people belonging to the local community) in 
e the morale of school staff and also create an 

environment in which the positive learning of students is encouraged. Efforts have 
 on the individual school basis 

and to 

• 
The Government of Malawi is attempting to improve the quality of education 

ool management (leadership and 
manag

 
(2)  Sta
 

ve staff were originally 
quested for the reason that staff housing is essential to recruit excellent teachers. According 

to the minim
new 
room  to provide hot water) and toilet. 

e necessity for and relevance of introducing staff housing as part of the new 

 
1) 
 
 

school staff and others) in view of its use by each grade. This translates to spac
e  two classrooms. It is also planne e a range 

 meetin
f equipment, suc

as tables, chairs, speaker system, OHP and screen, to as

 P A/School Community Meetings 
For non-boarding secondary education, the active involvement of the

school management can enhanc

commenced to formulate a school management plan
implement, monitor and evaluate such a plan. PTA/school community meetings 

require a floor area which is large enough to allow 40 – 50 participants (consisting of 
two representative parents for each class, i.e. 24 in total, such community 
representatives as traditional community leaders and representatives of the private 
sector and neighbouring primary schools, etc., staff members of the demonstration 
secondary school and some staff members of the DCE, etc.) to sit in a circle. 

 
Training Under Cluster System 

by conducting training on teaching and sch
ement, etc.) utilising the cluster system. One cluster contains 8 – 10 secondary 

schools and core subjects are taught by 2 – 4 teachers depending on the school size. 
Training under the cluster system can, therefore, expect some 30 participants. 
Moreover, the participation of DCE staff and students in such training as trainers or 
participants will be effective for curriculum development. The multi-purpose hall 
should, therefore, have sufficient floor space to seat some 40- 50 people facing each 
other and also to allow the freedom of movement of these people. 

ff Housing 

Twenty houses for teachers and six houses for administrati
re

um requirement of the MoEST the staff accommodation has to be attached to the 
establishment of schools. For the staff house usually consists of three bedrooms, a living 
, a bedroom with a bathtub (equipped with a water heater

Th
secondary school are explained next. 

Government Policy 

The PFI which provides the framework for the education sector in Malawi calls 
for “the introduction of and compliance to officially determined minimum standards to 
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upgrade human as well as physical resources and also to secure the quality of education 
at both public and private schools” for secondary education. When the establishment of a 
new secondary school is planned, an application for registration approval is made to the 
MoEST via the divisional education office which checks the contents of such application 

e actual conditions of education in the area in accordance with the Minimum 
hese standards 

include the introduction o ing as listed be
 
Table 2-7 Minim d n  st ho n t equire oEST 

Number dent (Num ss room) im u
staf o

in view of th
Requirement for Opening Secondary School set forth by the MoEST. T

f staff hous low. 

um require umber of aff use based o he Minimu
Number of 
m R ment b

um
y M

 of stu ber of cla teacher 
Min  n

f h
mber of 
use 

1 960 students (40 students/class×4grades sses：3classes, 2sift)  ×6cla 29 26
2 480 students (40 students/class×4grades sses)  ×3cla 24 16
3 320 students (40 students/class×4grades asses) ×2 cl 16 (18)* 14 

 Source: Document by MoEST                                               *in a lec e n cu
 
2) ntives for Teacher Recruitmen
 

 S n Local Area) 
 other school staff not residing in staff housing on the 

 Domasi is 
bus service 

for i

 (Low Level of Remuneration) 
 staff nearly doubled in 2000 as a result 

of th

3) 
 

cher shortage in rural 
ar

                                  c se ref ted th ew rriculum 

Ince t 

• Physical Situation (Secondary
Full-time teachers and

chool i

DCE campus live in such neighbouring towns as Zomba and Mataware.
located some 16 km from Zomba and Mataware and the DCE operates a 

ts staff because of the insufficient public bus transport outside Domasi. Many 
teachers often arrange their teaching schedule for their own convenience. According to 
the students, it is not unusual for part-time teachers commuting to the DCE to cancel 
or to arrive late for their lessons. The campus is surrounded by rural scenery and there 
are hardly any houses which are suitable for renting. 

 
• Financial Situation

While the salaries of secondary school
e introduction of a housing allowance, the salary scale for the grade to which 

many teachers belong is still low. As there is hardly any prospect for promotion or a 
pay rise, secondary schools are not particularly attractive places of employment. 
Accordingly, there has been a steady flow of teachers seeking employment in the 
private sector. The initial salary in the banking sector for a university (college) 
graduate (equivalent to POC) is MK 37,000 which is almost three times higher than 
the salary for most secondary school teachers. In this context, the availability of staff 
housing is a strong incentive for the recruitment and long service of capable teachers. 

 
Difficulty of Ensuring Long Service of Teachers in Rural Areas 

While there is a teacher surplus in urban areas, there is a tea
eas. The assignment of a female teacher to a rural area after marriage is practically 

impossible unless her spouse teaches at the same school. 
  
 In 1989, the Government of Malawi introduced a policy of assigning teachers to 

their hometowns. The result was a high teacher to student ratio in the central and 
southern areas because of the smaller number of teachers originating from these areas. 
Below is the teacher to student ratio at non-boarding conventional schools (type of 
school which resembles the characteristics of the proposed demonstration secondary 
school) in the South Eastern Division in which Domasi is located. It can be seen that the 
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ratio at schools in Zomba Rural is higher than the ratio at schools in Zomba Urban, 
indicating the difficulty of achieving an appropriate level of teacher assignment. 

e a concentration of students at non-boarding conventional 
secondary schools in urban areas. 
 
T

Meanwhile, there appears to b

able2-8 Non boarding conventional secondary school in the south eastern division  

2000 2002 2000→2002 
Number of 

Student 
Number of 

Teacher 
Perce
ntage

Number of 
Student 

Number of 
Teacher 

Perce
ntage

Fluctuation 
(person) 

  ENROLMENT TEACHER STR ENROLMENT TEACHER STR △Stu △Tea   
CHIMWALIRA 218 7 31.1 225 8 28.1 7 1 Zomba R 
CHINGALE 259 9 28.8 170 9 18.9 -89 0 Zomba U 
LIKANGALA 479 24 20.0 609 27 22.6 130 3 Zomba U 
LIWONDE 326 12 22.6 -55 2 Machinga10 32.6 271
M -70 -2 MachingaAJUNI 378 9 42.0 308 7 44.0
M -1 MachingaALOMBE 334 5 66.8 228 4 57.0 -106 
M 301 7 43.0 -24 -1 MangochiPIRI 325 8 40.6
PUTEYA 342 9 38.0 336 12 28.0 -6 3 Mangochi
 Tota 2,661 81 37.5 2,448 86 33.0 -213 5  l(Mean) 

     Source: Data from Southern Eastern Division 

 
 

 
5) 
 
 

Despite the serious teacher s
gen t 
40% of full capacity), the development budget is insufficient. Accordingly, it will be 
extrem ecessa her sin t included in the 
Project for its arrangement ov f M e i t of 
teachers will certainly disrupt the operat f the new hool. M r, if school staff 
mem rent h s outside  campus, ing on th using allowance introduced in 
2000, the budge the MoE ill be fu r squeeze

 
The minimu equireme or staff ommoda  set by  MoEST for the 

ry sch ous  students. 
he planned 14 houses in lude a house for the principal. Many administrative staff members 

ataware and there is a university bus service 
 these towns. Accordingly, no houses for administrative staff members are included in the 

floor
Thes
 

 
4) Positive Contribution of Good Community Relationship to School Operation 

Under the present system, secondary school teachers are recruited at the central 
level and are then assigned nationwide. Therefore, many teachers do not have a prior 
relationship with the school to which they are assigned and also with the local 
community. Staff housing is a necessary facility for teachers to build a close relationship 
with the local community. 

Fiscal Conditions 

The fiscal situation in Malawi is quite severe due to declining domestic revenue, 
decrease of financial aid by donors and high inflation. Even though the education sector 
is a priority sector, the actual disbursement is 20% lower than the approved budget. 

hortage for both primary and secondary education and the 
eral shortage of personnel observed at the MoEST and in Domasi (staffing level a

ely difficult to secure the n ry teac
ernment o

ion o

s if staff hou
alawi. Th

 sc

g is no
nadequate rec

oreove
 by the G ruitmen

bers ouse  the  rely e ho
t of ST w rthe d. 

m r nt f
ool is 14 h

 acc
es for teach

tion
ers for a school of 320

the
establishment of a seconda

cT
live in such neighbouring towns as Zomba and M
to
Project. Neither is any furniture for the teachers’ houses included in the Project. The planned 

 area is 90 m2 for the principal’s house and 72 m2 for houses for other staff members. 
e figures are judged to be appropriate from the viewpoints of comfort and cost. 
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(3)  F
 
1) 
 
 

rtunity for both sexes as a 
priority issue and calls for the improvement of female hostels to achieve such 

, the DCE has 390 spaces in male hostels and 150 spaces in 
female hostels. The male to female ratio is 13 to 5. The limited availability of female 
hostels

 

nd childcare 
- Tran

 
The DCE plans to strike a balance between male and female students by 

er of female students corresponding to the number of vacancies at 
female hostels, including vacancies for female students arising due to the reasons listed 

For admission to the DCE, an applicant firstly undergoes examination of the 
applica

 

                                                   (person) 

Persons 

No. of 
Those 

Taking the 

No. of Those 
Passing the 

Test 

No. of 
Those 

Allowed to 

No. of 
Those 

Rejected 

emale Hostels 

Relevance of Female Hostels 

In the PIF which provides the framework for the education sector, the 
Government of Malawi upholds equal educational oppo

opportunity. At present

 has restricted the enrolment of females at the DCE, resulting in 125 female 
students in the 2002 school year compared to 367 male students. The reasons for the 25 
vacancies at the female hostels are listed below. 

- Temporary absence or dropping out due to ill health 
- Temporary absence or dropping out due to pregnancy a

sfer to another educational institution 
- Dropping out due to poor academic performance (less than 50% of full marks for each 

year) 

 
admitting a numb

above. 
 

tion form to verify the eligibility of the applicant. If the applicant is found to be 
eligible, he/she is qualified to take an aptitude test (equivalent to an entrance 
examination).  

There are about 260 numbers (average) of females who passed the aptitude test 
from 1998 to 2002 as shown in table 2-9. But the females who are rejected, are about 
200 by the reason of shortage of hostels for females. This means that there is a sufficient 
demand for hostels without special measures, such as lowering of the pass level, and the 
construction of additional female hostels is judged to be relevant to the Project. 

Table 2-9   Number of female applicants for aptitude test and number of those passing the test 
                                                                     

Year No. of 
Applicants 

No. of 
Eligible 

Test Enrol 
2002 310 304 304 303 47 257 
2001 343 340 340 340 105 235 
2000 241 237 237 236 44 193 
1999 221 214 214 213 32 182 
1998 209 203 203 203 59 144 

       
 
2)  Hostels 

e female hostels currently has study desks and built-in 
lockers in addition to two beds. Self-learning after school hours, including in the evening, 
is cond acy due to 

 Source: Statistics of DCE 

Current Situation of Use of Female
 
 Each double bedroom in th

ucted in these bedrooms. Some boarders complain about a lack of priv
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the small room size. Showers and toilets are provided at the end of each building and 

wat asi area can be cold in the morning and evening during the rainy 
eason. In addition, there is a laundry and an outside drying space which are frequently 

bot
 
3)  cale of Female Hostel 
 

50 dents which is 
alf of  
tudent

 requirement although the original 
request by the Malawi side was for 144 fe ale students. 

Actual % of university stud re f
present room sti ll In view rot  th iva ou cu  
rooms with a span of 3.6 m (e g r is 3.0m) are planned under the Project to 
im e p  ro ac e f  ho

 
(4)  C o
 
1) Relevance of Computer Room 
 
 e P ls  in tio om  ed n on du  

Malawi’s future 
lthough no secondary school has introduced a computer workshop as yet. However, the 

call by
sity for the gradual development of such education in view of the 

future 

ation, making the training of teachers for 
computer education essential. The introduction of a computer room at the DCE is, 
therefo

) Present Situation of Computer Use 

 

 
3) 
 
 The planned use of the computer room of the DCE is outlined below. 

some students take a shower during the lunch break. Shower rooms are equipped with a 
er heater as the Dom

s
used. The maintenance, including cleaning of the hostels are well managed by matron for 

h of male and female hostel, which appears to be good. 

S

At present, the total accommodation capacity of hostels is 390 students for male, 
 for female and 540 students in total. To accommodate 270 female stu1

h  current number of total students, it requires extra accommodation for 120 female
s (270 – 150). Based on this calculation, additional hostel space for 120 female s

students is included in the Project as the minimum
m

ly 70 ents a emale teachers in active service but the 
s are ll sma .  of p ecting eir pr cy, d ble oc pancy

xistin ooms 
prove th resent om sp e of th emale stel. 

omputer R om 

Th IF cal for the troduc n of c puter ucatio in c se dary e cation
to foster people who are computer literate to be the driving forcing of 
a

 the PIF for the introduction of computer education in secondary education is 
based on the neces

needs of society. Today, computers are used on a daily basis by company offices 
as well as public offices. At most schools, computers are commonly used for 
administration purposes. Under these circumstances, there is an increasing need for 
computer education as part of secondary educ

re, judged to be relevant to the Project. 
 
2
 

Computers provided by the USAID in 2001 are used for the preparation of 
teaching materials and test papers by teachers and for administrative purposes, including 
the preparation of documents. The operating system for Windows 98 and MS Office is 
installed. All 39 teachers are capable of using basic software.At present, the computer 
room (PC laboratory) has five DOS-V computers although two of these have some 
problems. There are two printers, i.e. one laser printer and one HP printer. MaC 
machines are not used and have been removed. The air-conditioning unit (wind-through 
type) of this room is out of order. 

Training Plan in Computer Room 
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 will be used for two courses, i.e. the mathematics group and the 

humanities group. 

② In the case of the mathematics group, the students of each year will be divided into 

T
7 8 9 

① The computer room

 

three groups while the students of the humanities group of each year will be divided 
into six groups. 

 
③ The mathematics group students and the humanities group students will use the 

computer room for three periods and two periods a week respectively. 
 

The weekly schedule of use for the computer room is shown in table 2-10 below. 
 
able 2-10  Weekly schedule of use for the computer room 

hour 1 2 3 4 5 6 

MONDAY 
Yr 2 

Group 
1M 

Yr 2 
Group 

1M 
 

Yr 3 
Group 

1M 

Yr 3 
Group 

1M 

Yr 3 
Group 

1H 

Yr 3 
Group 

1H 

Yr 3 
Group 

3H 

Yr 3 
Group 

3H 

TUESDAY Group 
2H 

Group
2H 

Yr 2 Yr 2 
 

Yr 2 
Group 

1H 

Yr 2 
Group 

1H 

Yr 2 
Group 

2M 

Yr 2 
Group 

2M 
 

Yr 3 
Group 

3H 

Yr 3 
Group 

3H 

WEDNES
Yr 2 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 3 Yr 2 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 3 

DAY Group 
3M 

Group 
3M 

Group 
2M 

Group 
2M 

Group 
4H 

Group 
4H 

Group 
3M 

Group 
3M 

 

THURSDAY 
Yr 2 

Group 
4H 

Yr 2 
Group 

4H 

Yr 2 
Group 

5H 

Yr 2 
Group 

5H 

Yr 3 
Group 

5H 

Yr 3 
Group 

5H 

Yr 2 
Group 

2M 

Yr 2 
Group 

3M 

Yr 2 
Group 

1M 

FRIDAY 
Yr 3 

Group 
6H 

Yr 3 
Group 

6H 

Yr 2 
Group 

6H 

Yr 2 
Group 

6H 

Yr 3 
Group 

2M 

Yr 3 
Group 

3M 

Yr 3 
Group 

1M 

Yr 2 
Group 

3H 

Yr 2 
Group 

3H 
Notes:  H: Humanities group  M: Mathematics group                                          Source: DCE 
 

The number of students using the computer room per period is calculated in the 
following manner. 

The mathematics group of the Faculty of Science has 60 students/year while the 
humanities group of the Faculty of Humanities has 90 students/year, all of which use the 
computer room as part of the curriculum

 

 

. The maximum number of students using the 
computer room in one period is, therefore, 20. 

Mathematics group:  60 students/year → three groups of 20 students each 

 
 

 computers for 
admini

 
 
 Humanities group  :  90 students/year → six groups of 15 students each 

The planned contents of the student training in the computer room are basic 
computer operation, document preparation, spreadsheets and statistical processing, etc. 
using MS Office which is the basic software bundle in use. Computers are used on a 
regular basis in Malawi at many private companies and public offices and also for 
administrative work at many schools. These offices mainly use

strative work, spreadsheets and database creation using MS Office and, therefore, 
basic training will be provided in the computer room to enable students to perform these 
tasks. The more advanced use of computers will be left to specialist higher education 
and/or practice after graduation. As teachers of the mathematics group are expected to 
teach basic operation, including the use of software, there is no plan to practice higher 
grade software or to provide more advanced training. In regard to computer maintenance, 
the DCE is expected to recruit a system engineer at its own expense. The DCE currently 
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intends to exclusively use the computers for the education of students and does not plan 
to allow public access. 

 
4) Scale of Computer Room 
 
 Computer room is used by up to 20 students will be considered. A preparation 

room will be introduced next to the computer room for the storage of spare parts. Twenty 
computer tables and 20 chairs for students and a table and chair for the teacher will be 
provided under the equipment plan. Cabinets will also be provided under the equipment 

 spare parts.  
 Air-conditioning is essential for a comp o vi  b co er

 dust and ra d dity control. Air-
io g will, therefore, be installed. The air-conditioning specifications ll b

imp om ler w h ca  easily maintained by a local enginee d th
wor ill b lud  the ilding ice work. 

 
(5) as  
 
1) n f G asiu

teaching methods to achieve the 
basi he future of Malawi. The new 
curr al education) in secondary 
educ  includes actual 
addition to the theory of PE. These sporting exercises listed in the PE curriculum are 
such  a box and m
The DC or secondar
In Domasi, the climate during the rainy season is particularly unsuitable for outdoor 
exercis

 
2) 
 

PE as part of secondary education commenced in Malawi in 2000. At present, the 
ution which trains PE teachers in terms of both theory and practice 

as neit

 

ved products for official competition but are good 
enough for use for educational purposes. Volleyballs and basketballs, etc. are donated by 
the CIDA (of Canada) every year. The DCE has a fitness room which is equipped with 
running machines, weight training machines and barbells, etc. The subjects featured in 
PE are dietetics, sports science, anatomy, health education, teaching method, micro-

plan for the preparation room for the storage of
uter ro
tempe

m in 
ture an

ew of
 humi

etter mput  
maintenance, including protection from
condit nin  wi e 
those of a s le ro  coo hic n be r an e 
installation k w e inc ed in  bu  serv

  Gymn ium

Releva ce o ymn m 
 
 The PIF adopts a policy of introducing new 

c target of developing healthy human resources for t
iculum which was introduced in 2000 includes PE (physic
ation based on this PIF policy. The syllabus for PE exercises in 

 ball games as volleyball, basketball and gymnastics using attress, etc. 
E is the only institution in Malawi training PE teachers f y education. 

es as the temperature increases above 30°C during the day. The strong solar 
radiation throughout the year is another reason to avoid outdoor exercises. The 
introduction of a gymnasium is, therefore, judged to be relevant to allow actual exercises 
to be conducted during the rainy season. 

Current Situation of PE 

 
DCE is the only instit

her Chancellor College of the University of Malawi nor Mzuzu University has a 
comparable course. PE teacher training at the DCE includes such sports as basketball, 
volleyball and hockey in addition to football and netball which are the main sports in 
Malawi. Tennis, table tennis and badminton are taught in an informal manner. Athletics 
and gymnastics using a box and mattress (but not bars) are also taught. 

The existing range of equipment includes volleyballs, basketballs, rackets and 
nets for tennis and badminton, air pumps, hurdles and poles for pole jumping. The hand-
made hurdles and poles are not appro
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teaching (teaching exercises between students) and actual exercises. The DCE has three 
PE teachers and the first class of 25 students graduated last year. 

3) Gymna
 
 

 

Table 2-12 

  19:30 

 
sium Utilisation Plan 

The planned use of the gymnasium for physical exercises is shown below based 
on the curriculum and lesson schedule. The use of this gymnasium by students of the 
demonstration secondary school for physical exercise also planned. 

 Weekly schedule of use for the gymnasium 
7:30-
8:30 

8:30-
9:30 

9:30-
10:30 

10:30-
11:30 

11:30-
12:30 

13:30-
14:30 

14:30-
15:30 

15:30-
16:30 

16:30-
17:30 

17:30-
18:30 

18:30-

Monday                       

Tuesday                       

Wednesday                       

Thursday                       

Friday                       

Saturday                       

Sunday                       

 
   Domasi College of Education Physical Education Lessons 11hours/week 
     (including practical lessons and theory&practical lessons)  
   Demonstration Secondary School Physical Education Lessons  8hours/week 
     (each form year has 2 hours physical education classes per week)   
   Recreation for lecturers and students activities for Sports Clubs 10hours/week 
 
   Recreation over the weekends and students activities for Sports Clubs  7hours/week 
 

                                                                                        Total hours 36hours/week 
 
 

st secondary schools 
do not 

 
4) 
 

ketball court. While the ceiling height will be high enough to allow 
these sports to take place, the overall height of the building will be kept to a minimum. 

rain from entering the area and balls from 
flying out of the area. Existing equipment such as balls, rackets, etc. are still able to use 
also ev

d posts, etc. are included in the equipment plan which are 
necessary for the use of gymnasium. 

PE is a compulsory subject in the curriculum and the above table suggests the use 
of a gymnasium for an average of five hours a day. At present, mo

conduct PE but it is planned to use the gymnasium of the DCE for the physical 
exercise of students of the demonstration secondary school. The types of activities to be 
conducted in the gymnasium are basketball, volleyball, table tennis, badminton and box 
and mattress exercises. As this gymnasium will be the only facility of its kind in the area, 
its active use by the local community for sporting events is anticipated. 

Scale of Gymnasium 
The floor area of the gymnasium will be large enough to provide two volleyball 

courts and one bas

External walls will be introduced to prevent 

ery year volley balls and basket balls etc. are donated by CIDA. Therefore, basket 
ball nets, volleyball nets an
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(6)  W
 
1) Background 

 purpose of stability of w ply to the c CE has c d a 
t ing, however it could n ave enough vol of water and i ldn't 
be a source of water supply. Therefore, water supply l not in good c ition. 
T nother trial bor king are carried out which prospect the 
b  by the Ba ign Study of the Project. 
 

ey which was cted as part of the Basic Design Study 
involved horizontal as well as vert spect ribed  
for water veins. 

• Horizontal Prospecting 

• Vert

as set at 
approximately 80 m. A site of approximately 50 m along the main road from the main 

t promising for the discovery of 
a wa

ound with a bore 
diameter of 200 mm. A PVC casing was inserted to a depth of 60 m and rose 1 m above 

ot pipes (screens). 
Th

bo
the
da
su
wh on germs and colon bacillus were 
detected. Therefore the use of borehole water will be limited to use a laundry, sprinkle, 

t is not able to use a drinking or washing hands such as relating 
human sa

 
2) Survey on Existing Boreholes Near Domasi 
 
  College of 

ducation are given below. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ater Supply Plan 

For the ater sup ampus, D onducte
rial borehole mak ot h ume t cou

 p t 
eh ma

resen is stil ond
he 
etter wat

investigation and a ole 
er supply conditions sic Des

The drilling surv  condu
ical electrical pro ing as desc below to check

 

The field survey found outcrops of rock everywhere on and around the DCE 
campus. As the geological line runs northeast to southwest, traverse lines were set at a 
right angle to the geological line as much as possible. The prospecting depth was set at 
40 m. 

 
ical Prospecting 

Vertical prospecting was conducted at six sites where a water vein could be 
found based on the horizontal prospecting results. The prospecting depth w

entrance of the DCE campus was found to be the mos
ter vein as a result of this vertical prospecting. This grassland site adjacent to the 

primary school was determined to be the drilling point. 
 
Drilling was conducted at this point to 61 m below the gr

the ground. Of this 60 m, 30 m was made up of sl
e pumping test results suggest that a stable pumping volume from this 

rehole would be approximately 6 litres/min which is similar to the pumping volume of 
 existing borehole on the DCE campus. This water volume is insufficient to meet the 

ily water demand of the campus. Accordingly, this borehole can only be considered a 
pplementary water supply source however, based on the result of the water quality test 
ich was conducted during the site survey, comm

mopping, etc. and i
nitation. 

The results of the field survey on existing boreholes near Domasi
E
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Table 2-13  The results of the field survey on existing boreholes near DCE 

Borehole Number BH-10 BH-32 BH-14 
Well Number L273 Q409 E140 
Name of village Mtwiche Chemisala Malemia 
Depth of well（m） 30.5 36.6 30.5 
Water level (GL-m) 6.40 19.80 4.3 
Drawable quantity (L/min) Very little 19.8 15.6 

Surface (m~m) 0~0 0~15.2 - Soil 
Condition Weathering Rock (m~m) 0~30.5 15.2~36.6 - 
Digged time 02/07/1956 03/11/1969 03/04/1958 
Installation time of Hand pump 26/10/94 5/11/94 26/10/94 

Others January 2003 
Located at hillside 

Pump was broken in Still working 
Located at flat ground 

Pump was broken  
3 years ago 

at flat groundLocated 
        Sou ocument by Minist s and the site survey 
 
 en le i tua t ground covered by a thick weathered rock 

l er v me is sufficient for the use of a ma l ever, it 
is generally difficult to secure a sufficient volum  whe  b situated 

case th int this 

 

 
3) 

 

he river flow measured during the dry 
litres/sec and it is planned to take 8.7 litres/sec (752 m2/day) for public 

 the screen at this intake is frequently troubled by the inflow 

storage in a water tank (capacity: 1,000 m3; TWL: 

rce:  D ry of Water Resource

Wh
ayer, the av

 a b rehoo
ailabl  wat

s si ted n flao
e olu nua pump How. 

oreho e is e of aterw
r as in the 

n a l
e survey poon a hillside with a shallow weathered rock laye

time. 
of 

Consequently, for the project the installation of new boreholes are given up and 
plan to get water with the Domasi Water Supply Project, a sufficient municipal supply of 
water to the new as well as existing facilities is anticipated. It describes below. 

Water Supply Plan by the Domasi Water Supply Project 
Given the fact that the Domasi Water Supply Project is in progress with the 

assistance of the African Development Bank and it covers DCE, with scheduled 
completion by the end of the year 2003,  

The outline of the Domasi Water Supply Project is as follows. 

• Water Intake for Water Supply (GH = 873 m) 
The intake point is located at the confluence between Lusenya River, a 

tributary of Domasi River, and Mkanya River. T
season is 23 
water supply. At present,
of gravel and mud during the rainy season but major improvement is expected to take 
place through the construction of a new weir, etc. 
 

• Treatment Work 
The river water guided through the intake is led to a sedimentation basin and is 

then filtered and sterilised before 
790 m). 

 
The water distribution plan at the present stage is shown Figuren2-3. 
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Figure2-3  Water distribution plan by the Domasi Water Supply Project 

 

The monthly water supply volume in 2002 did not show any many fluctua

Intake Flow Volume 23 Littre/s 
(Gh=873m)        (Dry Season) 

8.7Littre/s (752m3/day) 

Intake 

 

Sedimentation Tank 

Filter (Capacity11Littre/s) 
 

Water Reserve Tank (1,000 m3) 

8.7 Littre/s 

(TWL=790m) 

0.3 Littre/s 
(0.6 L/s) 

(17.4 L/s) 

Sedimentation 

Filter 

Reserve Tank 

0.7 Littre/s 
(1.4 L/s) 

1.15 Littre/s 

to Village 

to Village

tions 
between the rainy season and the dry season as the daily supply volume was of 400 – 

mpletion of the Project, the water supply volume 
is expected to generally improve by some t plan anticipates the 

 (approximately 130 m /day) of water to the DCE as the 
ater sup

be double the present supply volume to the DCE can be doubled 
a capacity to meet the 

nd of the e

The field surve utes to the DCE campus, 
ion ption 

before and after the Pr

Table2-14  Water consum

fter improvement) 

600 m3 was fairly constant. After the co
 50%. The curren

3distribution of 1.5 litres/sec
design mean w ply volume. As the pipe diameter under the Project is designed to 

 requirement, the water 
if necessary. This me ns that there will be a sufficient water supply 
water dema xisting facilities. 
 

y found that there are two water supply ro
i.e. one for educat al facilities and one for staff housing. The water consum

oject is outlined in table 2-14 below. 
 

ption before and after the project 

Area Existing facilities After the project  
(A

College  84m3/day ～ 119 m3/day 103 m3/day ～ 147 m3/day 
Staff house  18 m3/day ～  26 m3/day  24 m3/day ～  35 m3/day 

Total 102 m3/day 3
～ 146 m /day 127 m /day 3

～ 182 m3/day 
Volume of water supply 129 m3/day ～ 259 m3/day 

       Source:  Calculat
 

ion by the consultant  

pletion of  this Grant Aid Project is scheduled 
 results show that the water supply under 

As the com
at the beginning of year 2005, the field survey

 the construction work of

(2.3 L/s) 

DCE 

2.65 Littre/s 
(5.3 L to Village/s) 

MIE area 
5.05 Littre/s 

1.5 Littre/s (129.6m3/day) 
(3.0 L/s)

(10.1 L/s) 
Upper Average planned volume 
Lowe

Volume of supply water： 

r (Maximum volume) 
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the Domasi Water Sup by the end 
the volume of municipal water supply to the campus of the DCE will be 

129 – 259 m3/day which should be sufficient to meet the expected water demand of 127 
– 182 m3/day of the planned facilities under the Project. As the enough volume of water 
w

At present, waste water from the campus is centrally treated at an oxidization pond 
located

The introduction of a system whereby treated water from a septic tank attached to each 

will r the Project.  
As t

are w
and  Malawi side as apart of 

aintenance work of existing facilities , therefore, these repair and cleaning are not included 

Alth
insta
Simi
treat ich is the standard distance used in Japan is, 

erefore, adopted for the Project. 

2.2.2
 

quipment 

micr
cond
more
unfa
equi
 
(2)  Examin
 

ply Project will be completed as originally scheduled 
of year 2003, 

ill be available for the entire campus, including the improvement of the water supply 
system for the existing facilities on the campus. 

In this connection, the time of completion of the Domasi Water Supply Project 
should be kept and managed internally by the Malawian side and the connection work to 
the planned facilities and existing facilities of DCE shall be done by the Malawian side 
to ensure the water supply in the Project. 

 
(7)  Drainage Plan 
 

 at the side of the grounds in the southern part of the campus. This pond is full of ditch 
reeds and requires cleaning and sludge removal. In addition, there is leakage from the 
drainage pipeline leading to the pond, making the repair and cleaning of this pipeline 
necessary. 
 

new facility is conveyed to the existing oxidization pond via the existing drainage pipeline 
be examined unde

he water supply and drainage systems for the planned facilities under the Project 
ithin the scope of the building service work. However, repair of the drainage pipeline 

cleaning of the oxidization pond will be conducted by the
m
in the Project. 

 
ough adoption of the BOD standard of BS is recommended as part of the 

llation standards for sanitary facilities, there is no regulatory standard at present. 
larly, there is no standard regarding the distance between a borehole and waste water 
ment facilities. A distance of 30 m, wh

th
 
 
 

.2  Examination of Scope of Assistance Regarding Equipment 

(1)  Availability and Situation of Use of Educational E
 

The existing laboratories at the DCE have a basic range of equipment, including 
oscopes, oscilloscopes and optical measuring instruments. However, the interview survey 
ucted as part of the Basic Design Study found that the use of simple equipment is much 
 frequent than that of complicated equipment because of the shortage of science teachers, 

miliarity with equipment methods and other reasons, suggesting a situation where not all 
pment is fully utilised. 

ation of Requested Equipment 
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The original request for equipment mainly featured equipment for the laboratories and 
wo on secondary school de for a copier for 
t r various rooms, a speaker system and a screen, etc. for the multi-
purpose hall and PE equipmen  
s nd Bank’s SEP, managed 
b ta oEST.  
 
T e requeste

uested Equipment 

rkshops of the demonstrati . A request was also ma
he office, furniture fo

t. When examining the standard laboratory equipment for
 that the equipment listed for the World econdary schools, it was fou

sed as the sy the EDMU, is u ndard equipment for secondary schools by the M

able2-15 Contents of th d equipment 

Facility Req
＜ n Secondary School＞Demonstratio  
H Cabi ir, 2 Computers, Fax machines, Carpet, Copy machine, Air 

conditioner 
ead Teacher’s Office nets, Desk, Cha

D ice Same above eputy Head Teacher’s Off
S Comecretary’s Office puter, Desk, Chair, Carpet 
S Notice board, Lockers, Cabinets, Notice board, Desk, Chair taff Room 
S Cabitore Room nets for documents 
L Book oks, Ceiling fans ibrary shelves,  tables, Chairs, Bo
P Lab t e, Water supply , Gas supply, shelves, 

Blackb P, Screen, Standard Lab. equipment 
hysical Science Laboratory able for 40persons, Side tabl

oard, Draft chamber, OH
B ry Lab t able, Water supply , Gas supply, shelves, 

ck pment 
iology Laborato able for 40persons, Side t

Bla board, Draft chamber, OHP, Screen, Standard Lab. equi
H  t

Blackboard, Screen, Standard Lab. equipment 
uman Ecology Laboratory Lab able for 30persons, Cooking equipment, Refrigerator, Freezer, 

W Work
Ri

orkshop  bench, Clumps, Electrical drilling machine, Rulers, Roughing planes, 
psaws, Hammers, Drawing boards, T-square, Compass, Measures 

Class Room Desks, Chairs 
A Publissembly Hall c address system, Roll-up screen, chairs 
S  taff Houses 
＜Female Hostel＞ 
 Study , Lockers  desks, Chairs, Beds
＜ ＞ Gymnasium
 Fitne  ball equipment ss equipment, Volley ball equipment, Basket
＜ ter Room＞ Compu
 Desks, Chairs, 20 Computers 
 

The absence of a detailed equipment list in the original request led to consultations 
etween th

use
for 
etc.
in M
wit
bas
based on the list prepared by the Malawi side. 

item  category. The 
p
w  maintain o  
the Project. 
 

b e two sides and it was agreed that the World Bank’s SEP equipment list would be 
d as the basis for equipment selection. However, the said list featuring equipment supply 
20 target secondary schools covers as many as 40 plus items, containing many reagents, 
 which are considered to be unnecessary in view of the actual teaching secondary schools 

alawi at present. Because of this, the types and quantities of equipment were examined 
h the main focus on simple equipment and apparatus for ease of handling by teachers for 
ic experiments. In the case of HE equipment, a standard range of equipment was examined 

 
Each requested equipment is classified in one of the following three categories and 

s have been selected for each
rinciple of selecting items whic

equipment has been selected based on the 
h can be easily procured at low cost and excluding those 

r for which obtaining consumables in Malawi is difficult fromhich are difficult to
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① pment required to implement the curriculum (laboratory equipment and workshop 

 The demonstration  
ired to imple ctivities 

urriculum
 

 Equipment required to maintain the functions of educational facilities (study desks and 

This equipment, etc. is required for the operation of various rooms and common 
fixtur

 
③ 
 

 types of laboratory equipment hing of science and 
 for secondary education. Science is divided into integrated 

physics. Mean HE and handicrafts require workshop equipment. The 
quired for HE  that for cooking and that for dress-

making. Numbers for each equipment have been determined by the number of group 
based on a rate of one table per five students. However, reagents and consumable 

 cost and be 
equipped as a routine supply by DCE. 
 

The selected items based on the curriculum are listed below. 
 

 Equi
equipment, etc.) 

 secondary school, computer room and gymnasium are
facilities requ ment the curriculum. Equipment required to conduct a

ilities are included. specified by the c  using such fac

②
chairs, etc.) 

 
es and fittings other than equipment directly related to educational activities are 

omitted pursuant to the Undertakings of Each Government attached to the Minutes of 
Discussions for the Basic Design Study. 

Equipment required for school operation (copier and speaker system, etc.) 
This equipment, etc. is required to support school activities, including various 

types of meetings. Staplers and files, etc. used for administrative work will be provided 
by the Malawi side as they can be easily obtained at low cost in Malawi. 

 
1) Equipment Required to Implement the Curriculum 

Certain  are required for the teac
biology under the curriculum
science and while, 
equipment re  is further divided into

equipment are not included because which can be easily procured at low

Table 2-16 Equipment required to implement the curriculum 

Use purpose on the Curriculum Main Equipment Examined 
＜Science Laboratory＞ 
Laboratory experiments and 
exercises in general 

Laboratory tables (for 40 students; water supply, drainage and gas supply 
work is included in the building service work) 

Physics and chemistry in general Glass apparatus, etc. 
Scientific measuring Voltmeters, ammeters, balances and spring balances, etc. 
Electricity Switches and variable resistors, etc. 
Matter and combinations Glass apparatus, etc. 
Elements Periodic table of elements 
Dynamics Pulleys and others 
Others (magnetic force, 
mechanism and heat, etc.) 

magnets, etc. 

＜Biology Laboratory＞ 
Living things in general 
(observation) 

Glass apparatus, gas burners and microscopes, etc. 

Observation Magnifiers and measuring tapes, etc. 
Plant growth Glass apparatus, etc. 
Interaction between plants and 
nature 

Thermometers and others 

Photosynthesis Microscopes and others 
Breathing Mirrors and others 
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Use purpose on the Curriculum Main Equipment Examined 
Others (environment, human body Anatomical models and human skeletal model, etc. 
and animals, etc.) 
＜HE Workshop＞ 
HE work tables Work tables (for 30 students; water supply, drainage and gas supply work 

is included in the building services work) 
Cooking Electric heaters and refrigerators, etc. 
Textiles/clothing Sewing tools and sewing machines, etc. 
＜Handicrafts Workshop＞ 
Handicraft work tables Work tables, etc. 
Drawing Drawing tools, etc. 
Metalwork Metalworking tools (drills and files, etc.) 
Woodwork Woodworking tools (saws and planes, etc.) 
Pottery Pottery tools 

 
2)  Minim ed for Use of
 

e nd y 
es undertaken by each governmen inutes of 

Discussions of eral fu d f 
ient c  The possib  a l 

games to be used in the planned gymnasium has also been exa
equipment for the gy ound e 

s of ted
 

Table 2-17 Minimum d for use of facilities 

ility xami

um Range of Equipment Requir  Facilities 

Thes
measur

are mainly furniture a fixtures. In accordance with the “necessar
t” attached to the appendix-1 of M

 the Basic Design, gen rniture is to be provide  by the government o
nd other items for bal

mined. The existing 
the recip ountry (Malawi). ility of providing nets

physical education in mnasium has been f
 below. 

 to be still usable. Th
main item selected equipment are lis

range of equipment require

Fac  Main Equipment E ned 
＜Demonstration Secondary School＞ 
Administration Room  con esks/chairs for t  principal 

cipa 1,200 mm); stools (for waiting 
guests) 

s Desks/chairs;
and vice-prin

ference desks/chairs; d
l; sofa sets; shelves (H: 

he

Classrooms Students
boards 

’ desks/chairs; teachers’  desks/chairs; blackboards; notice

Laboratories (
Biology) 

Scienc  chairs; cabinets; blackboards; notice boards e and  Laboratory

Workshops (HE and Workshop chairs; cabinets; blackboards; notice boards  Handicrafts) 
Library Reading desks (large and smal  chairs; books unter; l); helves; cabinets; co

notice board 
Multi-Purpose Hall ence tables; collapsible chairs; blackboaConfer rd; notice board 
Preparation Rooms a
Warehouse 

e shelves nd  Storag

 
3)  Minimum Range of Equipment Required for School Operation 

uipment 
and water supply and drainage equipment. In accordance with the equipment selection 
c f the exclu  which c ured at low cost within the 

the P s, fi n e 
by th  supp c  

of the fa truction. Only a c ents and test papers, etc. 
has been examined. In relation to the m ui y be 

d for m  involvin ls
main selected equipment is listed below. 

 
The types of equipment required for school operation include office eq

riteria o sion of equipment an be easily proc
scope of 
prepared 
work 

roject, staplers, punche
e Malawi side. Water
cility cons

les and other commo
ly and drainage are in
opier to copy docum

office items are to b
luded in the plumbing

ulti-purpose hall, eq
g many people has a

pment which ma
o been examined. The require eetings or training
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Table 2-18 Minimum range of equipment required for school operation 

Facility Main Equipment Examined 
＜Demonstration Secondary School＞ 
Office Equipment Copier 
Multi-Purpose Hall Loudspeaker; OHP; screen 

 
 
(3)  Examination of Requested Additional Equipment for Existing Facilities 

The supplementary req dd ui r the existing facilities was 

est has foun  re est are a numerical 
. t “a  t  

 to Japan’s grant aid, an udged 
r ities to s the 

emonstration secondary school, female students’ dormitory, computer room and gymnasium. 
requested additional equipment for the existing facilities is not related to the 
nents and does not constitute a rical  to the existing equipment or 

meet the objectives of the Project. For these reasons, the requested additional equipment is not 

 
uest for a itional eq pment fo

examined.  
Examination of the requ d that the asons for the requ

shortage and out of order, etc and tha  shortage” o continue existing activities is not a
viable reason for their relevance
to be unnecessary to suppo

d the requested equipment was j
 such project components at activ  relating 

d
In short, the 
project compo nume  addition

included in the scope of the Project. 
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2.2.3  Design Policy 
 
(1)  Contents of MoEST Standards 
 

In Malawi, the MoEST has prepared the Standards for Secondary Education Facilities 
with the assistance of the World Bank. These standards constitute the Standard Design 
adopted by the MoEST and are applied to secondary school c ruc he MoEST. 
In reality, howeve ary scho ls w ich co ted th e 
immediately required are not particularly unusual among CDSS be
funding and other reasons. The sai tan rd n ee opt
the World Bank and the ADF-III of the AfDB where the room n is almost 
ident l different room izes
 
Table 2-19 Secondar ilities based on MoEST standards (with World ssistance) 

Facility quired Fl or Area 
(Effective)  Ro ) 

onst tion work by t
r, second o h  are nstruc  wi th number of classrooms 

cause of insufficient 
y the ongoing SEP of d S da  Desig  has b n ad ed b

 configuratio
ical despite s ightly  s . 

y school fac
R

Bank a
e o Auxiliary om(s Remarks 

1.  Administration 
Building 33.68 m

rporates the principal’  
e, a istration offi

e nd 
9.2 m x 25.4 m = 2 2

Inco s office, deputy principal’s
offic
storag

dmin
room, to

ce, f
acco

irst aid room, reception, 
unting office ilets a

2.  Classroom 
= 64.80 m2

 40 
dents/classroom 

a o ving
two cl s
2.6  5.4 .0

wiched by two 
classrooms to form a unit.

9.0 m x 7.2 m 
Capacity:
stu

Prep r
assroom
ation ro m

) 
 (ser  T

 m x m = 14 4 m2
s

he preparation room is 
and

3.  Laboratory 

2 m = 9 2

0 
/laboratory 

 subject eneral 

ject: ph
ology 

arat om
pm orage 
i la

3.3 m x 6.4 m = 21.12 m2 m

10.8 m x 9.
Capacity: 4

9.36 m

students
Compulsory
science 

: g

Optional sub
chemistry; bi

ysics; 

Prep ion ro  and 
equi
(serv

ent st
ng two boratories)

T
s

he preparation room is 
andwiched by two 

c
p
lassrooms to form a unit; 
hysics and chemistry 
ay share the same 

laboratory. 

4.  HE Workshop 2 m = 9
Preparation room and 

p age 
 = 21.12 m2

F
10.8 m x 9. 9.36 m2 equi

3.3 m
ment stor
 x 6.4 m

or cooking, dress-
aking and home-making 

ractice 
m
p

5.  Lib
.8 m = 142.56 m2

m 0 m  
Incorporates a counter, 

e oo  and 
in  

rary 
7.2 m x 19
Stack room: 4.5 
40.5 m

x 9.  =
2

offic
read

, stack r
g room

m - 

6.  Multi-Purpose 
Hall  m = 504 m2

Stage and storage room, 

 x  = 112.32 
m2 m ceremonies 

25.2 m x 20 etc. 
5.2 m  21.6 m

U
a

sed for morning 
ssembly, dining, 
eetings and 

7.  Warehouse 7.6 m = .72 m29.7 m x  73   

8.  Toilets 

inals 
owls 

Girls:  7 booths 
ne each for le and 

- S

Boys: 7 ur
           4 b

Staff:  o
female staff 

 ma
eparate building 

9.  Sports Ground e Depending on th
conditions 

site - F
fo

or netball, basketball and 
otball, etc. 

10.  Staff Housing  te ers: 89.3 m2

incipal: 119.3 m2

ms, living 
, om, 

kitchen, storage room, 
ge room

(
s oarding 
s

For ordinary
For pr

ach
Three b
room

edroo
dining ro

gara  and bath  

Required regardless of a 
chool being a b
chool or not) 

 
In the case of a boarding secondary school, the following facilities are added. 

 
or Area  R ) Facility Required Fl

(Effective) 
o Auxiliary oom(s Remarks 

1.  Hostels (for 

ale) 

 m x 27.3 m m2

o ains  
Each  
desks a k et

er y, etc. 
om se

h room has two beds; 
 is used as a sick ma

fem
le and 

9.7
ne b

 = 264
nt

.81 
 12

 
(o uilding c
bedrooms) 

bedroom has study
nd loc ers; toil s, E

onshow
are c

s and lau
mon u

ndr
 

ac
e room

bay (for isolation) 

2.  Kit  x 24 m = 

ora roo
oo

prepara om kiosk,
changin  and 
toilets, etc. 

ted for a 
versity/college kitchen.

chen 20 m 480 m2

Wor
refri

kshop, st
gerator, f

ge 
d 

m, 
T

tion ro
g room

,  a
uni

he standard plan is 
dop
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T  s f n  siz

similar facilities by means of actual surveying and also by checking 
shown in the table below. For the facility plan under the Projec it
proceed with the design of the facilities based on the MoEST Standards while referring to the 
room sizes of similar facilities given above. 
 
Ta  2-20   Comparison of room sizes of vario  secondary ti litie

• Classrooms 
School Fl r Area ty em

he field urvey in Malawi confirmed the con iguratio  and e of the rooms of 
collected drawings as 
 has been decided to t, 

ble us  educa on faci s 

oo Capaci  R arks 

Mulun econdary hool 1.2 m  student  classroo  is accompanied with a 
u (44 m2guzi S  Sc 6 2 40 s co

Each m
rtyard .5 ). 

Seconda  School of World Bank 
Standard Design 40 stud ts A age om (6 2) and office (7.1 m2) 

 be ee
 stor  ro .6 mry 64.8 m2 en are located tw n two classrooms. 

Secondary School  
Standa  62.3 m2 40 students c roo  is  by a 

epa st ag
Ea h class m accompaniedof AfDB

e room (9.9 m2) pr ration/ orrd Design
 
• oratories 
Type of School or Area  em ks 

Lab
Flo Sink R ar

orld Bank Standard Design 99.7 m2 16 (1)* 

 stor room (9
epa n/w n om (13.0 m2) are 

located between two laboratories; the 
e lab ato

chamber 

.7 m2) and A
pr

age 
ratio ashi g ro

W
ch mistry or ry has a built-in draft 

AfDB Standard Desig .5 m2  
sto oo a eparation 
om 6 m in to  between 
o l tor  

A rage r m, d
2

rk room and pr
n 85 10 (2)* ro

tw
 (46.
abora

 
ies

tal) are located

* T e cke tes the ber of ks ch
 
• Staff Housing 

School 
l 
 

Area Li
vi

ng
/ 

D
in

in ch
en

 

St
or

a

B
at

h
ro

ile
t 

B
ed

 
ro

om
 1

 

B
ed

 

ro C
o C
o

h figure in bra ts indica num sin for tea ers. 

Tota
Floor

g 

K
it

ge
  

om
 

To ro
om

 2
 

B
ed

 
om

 3
 

rr
id

or
 

nd
e 

D
Teacher) 

CE (f rdinary 96.5 m2 O O O O O O O O O O or O

Mulun ry
Sc  84.0 m2 O O O O O O guzi Seconda  

hool O O O O 

World ank Standard
Design (for Ordinary 

eacher) 
89.3 m2 O O O O 

 B  
O O O O O O 

T
AfDB Standard Design 
(for Ordinary Teacher) 96.5 m2 Same plan as for DCE 

 
 
(2)  Examination of Facility Size 
 

The required size of each room planned under the Project has been examined based on 
the situation of activities at the DCE, the expected number of students at the demonstration 
secondary school (40 students x 2 classes/grade x 4 grades = 320 students) and the standards 
described earlier. The resulting facility plan is shown in the table below. 
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Table 2-21  Examination of facility size                                                                                        （㎡） 

Requested Names of Room No. of 
Prsn 

No. of
Priority Section  

 
Rms 

Floor 
Area (㎡） 

Total 
Floor 
Area 

Request Standard 
Plan Basis of floor area calculation 

Demonstration Secondary School 
Head Teacher's 
room 1 1 19.80 19.80 12.4 19.4 based on standard plan 

Deputy Head 
Teacher's room 1 1 16.30 16.30 12.4 13.0 same above  

Secretary 1 1 10.00 10.00 9.3 - based on furniture arrangement 

Teacher's room 18 1 71.25 71.25 53.5 for 20 teachers, including funct
of reception and emergency roo

ion 
m 

Staff room 
56.0 

  1 20.00 20.00 19.4 for 6 staffs 
Burser - - - - 12.4 13.0 included in staff room 
Reception - - - - - 5.3 included in staff room 
Emergency - - - - - 12.0   room 
Kitchen   1 6.50 6.50 12.0 5.0 based on standard plan 
Storage   1 8.50 8.50 6.0 6.3 keep maintenance tools 
WC(M), WC(F)   2 4.90 9.80 18.0 13.0 based on standard calculation 
Corridor、Hall   1 27.85 27.85 55.5 36.1 minimum requirement is planned  
Sub-total       190.00 194.0 196.0   

Administration 
Area 
 

                

Classrooms Classroom 40 8 75.00 600.00 640.0 518.4 for 40 students / class room, 
including observation area 

Science 
Laboratory 40 1 114.00 114.00 120.0 99.7 

for 40 students / class room, 
including observation area, based on 
arrangement of furniture  

Biology 
Laboratory 40 1 114.00 114.00 85.0 99.7 same above 
Home 
Economics 
Laboratory 

30 1 114.00 114.00 - 99.7 
for 30 students / class room, 
including observation area, bas
arrangement of furniture  

ed on 

Craft Workshop 40 1 114.00 114.00 - - 
for 40 students / class room, 
including observation area, base
arrangement of furniture  

d on 

Preparation 
room   2 14.30 28.60 - 46.1 

Store the equipment for lab. On
preparation room is shared by t
laboratories. 

e 
wo 

Storage   2 14.30 28.60 - 57.9 
Store the equipment for lab. On
storage room is shared by two 

e 

laboratories. 

Laboratories /  
Workshop 

Sub-total       1,113.20 845.0 921.5   

Library 50 1 190.00 190.00 166.0 183.1 
for 50 persons, based on furnitu
arrangement, open shelf system

re 
 is 

adopted   
Multi-purpose 100 1 112.50 112.50 457.0 504.0 for 80 students/1grade + 20 staff = 

100 persons  Hall 
Preparation 
room   1 15.00 15.00     teaching tools  

for preparation of equipment and 

Storage   1 22.50 22.50     
to store desks and chairs, storag
shared by multipurpose hall and
library  

e is 
 

1-1 

Public Area 

Sub-total       302.50       
WC(M), WC(F)   2 29.10 58.20 58.0 48.0 based on standard calculation 
Hall, Corridor   1 572.10 572.10 160.0 244.2 minimum requirement is planned  Common Space 
Sub-total       630.30       

 

Total         2,236 1,880 2,097   
Head Teacher's 
House   1 90.00 90.00 - 131.3 No garage is planned 

Staff 
13 78.50 1,020.50 - 1,205.2 based on minimum requirement 

Houses 
Teacher's House   

1-2 

        1,111 - 1,337   Total 
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Priority 
Requested 

Section  Names of Room No. of 
Prsn 

No. of 
Rms 

Floor 
Area (㎡） 

Total 
Floor 
Area 

Request Standard 
Plan Basis of floor area calculation 

Bed room 2 60 12.96 777.60 748.8 - 
based on furniture arrangemen
students share one room, space
where each students can keep 
privacy is planned  

t, two 
 

WC, Shower   6 21.60 129.60 261.0 - based on existing hostel 

Laundry   6 19.44 116.64 108.9 - based on existing hostel Female Hostel 

Corridor   6 38.40 230.40 560.3 - minimum requirement is planned  
Covered 
Walkway   1 190.00 190.00 - - minimum requirement is planned  

    1 (165.00) (165.00)   -   
Total 1,444 1,679 - including the space of corridor         

2 

                  

PC room 20 1 54.00 54.00 160.0 - for 20 students, based on furnitu
arrangement 

re 

Preparation 
room   1 18.00 18.00 43.0 - keep spare parts, maintenance 

equipment 
Corridor   1 25.00 25.00     minimum requirement is planned  

C
Laborator

omp
y 

d 
based on existing facilities 

uter 

Covered 
Walkway   1 (72.5) (72.5) - - minimum requirement is planne

3 

Total         97 203 -   
 

Gymnasium   1 875.00 875.00 875.0 - for two valley ball coats and one 
basket ball coat are planned  

Change room 
(M)   1 25.00 25.00 25.0 - change clothes 
Change room 
(F)   1 25.00 25.00 25.0 - change clothes 

Storage   1 25.00 25.00 35.0 - store sports equipment 
Staff room         25.0   use existing facility 
          30.0     
Covered 
Walkway   1 (186.00) (186.00) - - minimum requirement is planned 

based on existing facilities 

Gymnasium 

              

4 

Total         950 1,015 -   
 

Ground Total         5,838 4,777 3,433 
(area of connection corridors to 
existing facilities of 424㎡ is not 
included)   

         6,262     
(area of connection corridors to 
existing facilities of 424㎡ is 
included) 
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2.2.4  Basic Plan of Facility 

 Locatio
 

The DCE is located 16 km north of Zomba, an old capital, and there is a good 

camp
entra ious facilities are distributed 
mong rich greenery. 

 
2) Exam
 
 

requ
the n
was conducted (i) for the purpose of giving priority to vacant sites where the 
onst acilities is feasible in view of the shape of the project site and (ii) to 

f

cil he southeast of the existing staff 

 
 

exten ted in the drawing attached to the request but 
no clear answer was given regarding the feasible area for extension. It was explained that 
a long stretch of farmland to the east of the campus is owned by the MoEST. However, 
this site to the east of the campus is cultivated land (maize and vegetables) with 
infrequent hamlets along the road and the construction of new facilities on this site will 
require major extension of the service lines because of its long distance from the existing 
infrastructure. Because of such implications, it is judged that this site to the east of the 
campus is unsuitable as the project site. 

 
 The following conclusions have been reached regarding the desirable location of 

each component of the Project. 
 
① Demonstration Secondary School 
 As described earlier, the candidate site is next to the existing primary school 

to create “a primary and secondary schools zone” because of the unclear site 
boundary for the option of extending the campus to the east of the existing college 
buildings. 

 
② Staff Housing

One house for the Principal and 13 houses for teachers are planned based on 
tion results of the necessity for and relevance of staff housing. The new 

staff housing will be located to the south of the existing staff housing area under the 
pr

 
(1)  Layout Plan 
 
1) n and Site of Planned Construction Site 

 
paved access road from the national motorway M4 eastwards to the main entrance of the 

us. The campus has an area of some 48 ha. The site is gently sloping from the main 
nce to Domasi River at the southern edge and var

a

ination of Layout Plan 

The basic policies for the layout plan are to clarify the multiple functions 
ired of college facilities together with zoning of the existing facilities and to make 
ew facilities capable of effectively using the existing infrastructure. A site survey 

ruction of new fc
veri y the locations of existing infrastructure buried in the ground using existing 
drawings. Based on the site survey results, it was judged that sites suitable for the new 

ities are to the east of the main approach, to tfa
housing and to the north of the existing basketball and tennis courts. 

The DCE and PIU in Blantyre were firstly approached to check the possibility of 
sion to the east of the campus as indica

 
 

the examina

etext of “a housing zone”. 
 
③ Female Hostels 
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 The planned construction site of the new female hostels was to the east of 
the existing female hostels and the request suggested a six-story building. However, 
the proposed site is partially sloping with an unclear boundary. In addition, the area 
to the east of the existing fence is farmland incorporating densely built private 

 tivities of the existing facilities, the requested location 
l site. This site is, therefore, considered as the 

project site for the computer room. 
 
⑤ Gymnasium 
 Extension from the existing PE facilities is considered to create “a PE zone” 

adjacent to the outdoor basketball and tennis courts. 
 

The candidate sites for each of the facilities and the resulting functional 
zones are shown below. 

 

Figure 2-4 L

houses. Accordingly, the creation of “a female hostel zone” to the west of the 
existing female hostels is considered. 

 
④ Computer Room 

Given the types of ac
appears to be the most functiona

A

 

ayout plan of the planned facilities 

BE 

C
F 

A. Primary & Secondary 

School Zone 

B. Female Hostel Zone 

n Zone 

D

C. Physical Educatio

D. Computer Room 

E. Residential Zone 

F.  Proposed Staff House Zone
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(2) Plan 
 
1) stration Secondary School  Demon
 
 The demonstration secondary school is planned based on the following design 

 
① rth of the existing primary school near the main 

gate as this site can create “an educational practice zone” on land of a fair size and 

 
 A single story building is planned in view of achieving harmony with the existing 

facilities on the campus and reducing the construction cost. 
 
③ The building will have an east-west axis with major openings to the north and south 

to avoid an excessive rise of the indoor temperature due to direct sunlight in the 
morning and evening. The building will be parallel with the primary school building 
for harmony. 

 
④ The middle corridor will have skylights as in the case of the existing facilities to 

create a bright space with a feeling of openness. 
 
⑤ A compact design c mmon use area” and “a 

classroom and laboratory area” will be adopted to create a building with clearly 
nes and short lines of flow. 

principles. 

The school will be located to the no

with easy access to the existing utility service routes. 

②

onsisting of “a management and co

defined zo

 
Figure 2-5  Study plan of demonstration secondary school 

 
2) Staff Housing 
 
 There are 43 staff houses on the campus at present and 13 new houses for the 

principal and teachers of the demonstration secondary school are planned under the 
Project based on the following design principles. 
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① The design of the new houses will take the natural environment of the area into 
consideration while referring to the design of the existing houses as well as similar 
facilities. 

 
② A conde will be introduced in accordance with the local custom as an outdoor space 

for conversation with neighbours and housework. 
 
③ The house plan will take the fact that a Malawi family tends to have many children 

(5 – 7) into consideration. 
 

 
Figure 2-6  Study plan of staff house 

 

) 
 
 Sixty

① 
le 

story design will allow lighting through the courtyard and, therefore, the 
construction of single story hostels is planned. 

 Using a slope corridor to connect with the existing female hostels. 
 The planned room size is 3.6 m x 3.6 m (existing hostels: 3.0 m x 3.5 m) to secure a 

1.8 m wide space (existing hostels: 1.2 m) between two beds in view of better 
privacy. 

 

 

3 Female Hostels 

 double rooms are planned in parallel with the existing female hostels. 
 

The planned site is sufficiently large enough for the construction of single story 
hostels, the cost of which is lower than two story buildings. In addition, a sing

②

③

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2-7  Study plan of female hostel 
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4) Computer Room 
 
 The computer room is planned based on the following design principles for the 

purpose of teaching information processing skills to DCE students. 
 
① Contrary to the almost square shape shown on the drawing attached to the request, a 

rectangular shape is planned in view of the better layout of the computer tables and 
a more economical structural span. 

 
② Air conditioner is planned to close windows in order to prevent humidity and dust 

from entering the room. 
 

 
Figure 2-8  Study pl n of computer room a

 
5) Gym
 
 A

on the fo ely hot 
days. 
 
① The basic floor area should be sufficiently large to accommodate one basketball 

court and two supplementary volleyball courts. 
  
② The ceiling height should be at least the 7 m required for basketball and the required 

ceiling height for official volleyball games (12.5 m) is not considered as the planned 
volleyball courts in the gymnasium will be for practice purposes only. 

 
③ The floor finish will be a mortar finish or similar for practice courts instead of the 

wooden floor required for official games. 
 
④ The auxiliary rooms will consist of a changing room, toilet and equipment storage 

as these constitute the minimum requirements. 

nasium 

 gymnasium equipped with a simple roof and auxiliary rooms are planned based 
llowing design principles to enable sports and PE on rainy or extrem
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Figure 2-9  Study plan of gymnasium 

 
 
6) Examination of Sizes of Various Rooms 
 
 The required floor area for different types of classrooms is examined in the 

following manner taking the furniture layout to accommodate 40 students and extra 
space for observing students (20 students per unit) into consideration. 

 
① Ordinary 

64 m

ot
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2-10  Layout plan of Ordinary Classroom 

 
② cience and Biology Laboratories 
 

In view of the MoEST Standard Design floor area for this type of room of 
12 m2, the planned floor area for the science and biology laboratories is 114 m2 to 
corporate space for some 20 observers on the corridor side. 

Necessary ceiling height for Basket Ball (H=7m)

H=7m 

Classrooms 
 
 The MoEST Standard Design sets the floor area for ordinary classrooms at 

2. A 1.5 m wide zone along the wall will be introduced under the Project at the 
back of the classroom to allow some 20 observing students to stand or to pass each 

her. The resulting classroom size planned in this manner is 70 m2 (7 m x 10 m). 

Observation Space

S

1
in
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③ Handic

a. Sa
ha
ob

 
b. In

dr
in

 
 

 

 
 

>  
<Biology Lab.
Figure 2-11 an of lab

Workshops 

oom s

  Layout pl

rafts and HE 

me as in the case of the laboratories
ndicrafts workshops is 114 m2 each to 
serving students. 

 the case of the HE workshop, one r
ess-making practice to take place and the 
corporates space for some 10 observing st

Figure 2-12  Layout plan of handicrafts a
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cience Lab.><S
oratories 

hould be sufficient for cooking and 

, the planned floor size for the 
accommodate 40 students and 20 

planned floor area is 114 m2 which 
udents. 

> 
ndicrafts workshop><Ha
nd 
<HE workshop
HE workshops 



 ④ Layout of Administration Rooms 
 
 Based on the MoEST Standard Design, the administration building is 

planned to accommodate the principal, deputy principal, administrative staff and 20 
teachers. 

Bursar

Figure 2-13  Layout plan of administration rooms 

 
⑤ Layout of Multipurpose Hall 

  
The planned size should be capable of accommodating the following activities. 

● Presentation of students’ achievements in such subjects as social studies, science 
and life skills, etc. at meetings attended by the entire stude

me
nts of one grade and 
mbers, totalling 100 

ipants 
 cluster system: 40 – 50 participants 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

joint work: 80 students of one grade and 20 staff 
participants 

● 

● Training under the
PTA/school community meetings: 40 – 50 partic

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2-14  Layout plan of multipurpose hall 

Layout for sc Layout for group hool use

Layout for conference 
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In regard to the bedroom size for the female hostels, three options, i.e.  present 
ect privacy and  single room, were examine 

and Option ④ was selected to provide a reasonable distance between the beds to protect 
privacy

 
Table

 Option 2 Option 3 

size,  twin bedroom with space to prot

. 

 2-22  Examination of bedroom size for female hostels 

Option 1 

Function Twin bedroom of the present Twin bedroom with extra 
space for privacy Single room size 

Room Span 2.92 m 3.60 m 2.1 m 

Floor Area 

2

ties = 1,1
2

.96 m2/room 
0 rooms + utilities 
2 dors = 

7.56 m2/room 
120 rooms + uti
1,562 m2; + con
corridors = 1,7

10.35 m /room 
60 rooms + utili 31 

12
6

m ; + connecting corri
1,453 m

dors = m ; + connecting corri
1,569 m2

= 1,413 

2

lities = 
necting 

18 m2

Advanta  er cost 
tectio

vacy 
tain, 

Protectionges Low
Pro n of everyday 
pri with the use of a 
cur etc. 

 of privacy 

Disadva ge  privacy mpl
privacy 

st (due
doors and walls, etc.) nta s No Inco ete protection of High co  to more 

 
 
(3)  Cross-Sectional Plan 

As the planned site for the demonstration secondary school is large enough even after 
ring a some 40 m distance between the new school building and the existing primary 
ol building, a single story secondary school building is planned. A single story building is 
ed to be a r

 

secu
scho

dg ational choice from the viewpoints of the structure, construction schedule, cost 
d harmon

story
uild

truction schedule, cost and harmony with the existing 
ld

plan
as th
 

ju
an y with the existing buildings nearby. 
 

In regard to the female hostels, a sufficient space can be secured to build new single 
 hostels parallel to the existing single story female hostels. The choice of single story 
ings is rational from the viewpoints of the lines of the daily flow of boarders, brightness b

of the middle corridors, structure, cons
ui ings nearby. b

 
Other new facilities, such as staff housing, a computer room and gymnasium are also 

ned to be single story buildings to ensure their harmony with the existing facilities as well 
e surrounding nature. 

 
Figure 2-15  Section plan of demonstration secondary school 
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Fig nasium 

 
 
(4)  Structural Plan 
 
1) Design Policies 
 

As there are no laws, regulations and standards relating to structural design in 
Malawi, each designer applies the standards adopted by the educational institution at 

rdingly, BS, South African standards, US standards and German 
 and facilities constructed with donor assistance are designed 

ards used by each donor. In view of this situation, the following 
ed to for the design of the planned facilities under the Project. 

u d its Enforcement Regulations in Japan 
 Expl

 
) Setting Up of General Conditions 

 

alculations use 40 m/sec as the reference wind 
velocity. 

• Earth

presence of a minute quantity of salt in the lake water. 

ure 2-16  Section plan of gym

 

which he studied. Acco
standards, etc. are used
based on the stand
standards are referr

 
•
•
 B ilding Standards Law an

anation of Technical Standards for Building Structures, 2001 Edition 
• Calculation Standards for Reinforced Concrete Structures and Explanation 

(Architectural Institute of Japan -AIJ) 
• Design Standards for Wooden Structures and Explanation (AIJ) 
• Design Standards for Steel Structures and Explanation (AIJ) 
• Design Standards for Building Foundation Structure 
• British Standards (BS) 
• South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) 
• Uniform Building Code (UBC) 

2

• Wind Force : Strong wind blows immediately before rain and local 
structural c

quakes : Earthquakes which can actually be felt are extremely rare and 
no accurate earthquake records are available. As a result, 
seismic stress is not considered in the structural calculation. 

• Salt Damage : No salt damage has been reported as such damage is not a 
common occurrence. While no salt damage occurs around the 
project site, fish in Lake Chilwa to the east of Domasi, which 
has no outflowing river and where the water level rises in the 
rainy season, are said to differ from fish in rivers due to the 
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3) 
 
  below the ground, i.e. 

the f truction sites on the campus to visually 
check the soil and to collect soil samples for analysis at the Univers he 
results are shown in Table 2-23. 

 
Tab ro y l

Site Plann ty  So  Type 
Long-T

Beari
Capa

Examination of Bearing Capacity of Soil 

A local subcontractor conducted test drilling to some 2 m
oundation level, at the four planned cons

ity of Malawi. T

le 2-23  G und surve  resu ts 

e id Facil Depth il
erm 
ng 

city 

1 De
Seco

mon
n l 

L spr
water detected) so 3.9 tonstration 

dary Schoo
G –2.0 m ( ing Sandy il with silt s/m2

2 Female m with gra 12.6 to Hostels GL –2.1  Sandy soil vel ns/m2

3 n GL –2.1 m Sandy soil with silt and gravel 15.0 to Gym asium ns/m2

4  Sandy soil with silt and grave 18.3 to Staff Housing GL –2.2 m l ns/m2

 
  
  the soil is approximately 4 tons/m2 at Site 1 

and on Si  -third of Terzaghi’s ultimate bearing cap
Th ther deeper foundations or wider 
co ari city at

rough Site 4 is sufficient to allow the use of independent footings or continuous 

 
 ording pread foundation us footings) are se r the 

Project and the foundation size is calculated for each planned facility based on the load 
supported by the walls, Prior to building work, a plate bearing test will be conducted at 
the vel of the foundations at each site to confirm the bearing strength employed. 

 
4) Ma
 
 is pro ect are shown in th ll 

of columns material is brick, beam material is wood, wall material is brick and roof 
structure is wood except gymnasium, which are most commonly used in Malawi. 
Although the structural modules will be streamlined ch as possible to produce a 
stable and economical structure. 

The external forces to be considered are the dead load, live load and wind load. 
The reference wind velocity to determine the wind load is 40 m/sec. The different loads 
used for the structural design are listed in Table 2-24. 

Table 2-24 Main structure and Design loads                                                   （N/mm2） 
 Columns  Beam Wall Roof Dead load Live load 

The long-term bearing capacity of
 18.3 t s/m  at 2 te 4 based on one acity. 

e sandy soil with silt at Site 1 necessitates ei
ntinuous footings because of the small bearing capacity. The be ng capa  Site 2 

th
footings. 

Acc ly, s s (continuo lected fo

 bottom le

in Structure  and Design Load 

The main structures to be used for th j e table below. A

 as mu

 
 

 

Class room Brick + RC Wood Brick Wood 3,000 3,000 
Female 
Hostel 

Brick + RC Wood Brick Wood 3,000 1,500 

Gymnasium RC Steel Truss Brick Steel Truss 3,000 3,000 
Staff house Brick Wood Brick Wood 3,000 1,500 

 
In regard to structural materials, those, which are locally procurable, will be 

given priority. The site survey did not find any salt damage to the buildings. However, as 
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the m tent was found to exceed 0.04% (NaCl) for coarse or fine aggregate 
and/or 200 ppm in the mixing water prior to concrete work, a rust prevention agent is 
used. 

 
 The structural design is based on the materials and design strength listed below. 
 

Table 2-25   Construction materials to be used 

Item Description 

aterial salt con

Design Strength 21 N/mm2

Cement Normal Portland cement 
Mixing Agent Not used in the case of mixing on site 
Concrete Aggregate Crusher run 
Fine Aggregate River sand or mountain sand 

Reinforcing Bars (Irregular) D10 – D16 ASTEM Grade 40 (or equivalent) 
D19 – D25 ASTEM Grade 60 (or equivalent) 

Structural Steel BS4360 General 43 (or equivalent) 
Bolts BS4604 General Grade (or equivalent) 

Sawn timber: hemlock spruce, JAS E90 (or equivalent) Wood Glue-laminated timber: hemlock spruce, JAS E75-F255 (or equivalent) 
Bricks  

 
 
(4) Building Services Plan 
 
1) Plumbing Work 
 
① Water Supply Facilities 
 

The existing water supply route consists of branching out from the municipal 
water main which runs along the front road at the northwestern corner of the campus for 
gravity feeding to an elevated RC water tank (25 tons) via a meter. The water is then fed 
to a stop valve located to the west of the existing primary school via the north side of the 
staff housing area on the campus from branching out to each facility. The existing female 
hostels with a relatively high water consumption level have previously suffered a severe 
water shortage as reduc ng the dry season led to an 
insufficient water supply to the elevated RC water tank. An additional elevated steel 
wate ater supply to the female hostels was subsequently installed to 

e south of the primary school, mitigating the water shortage at the female hostels. 
 

com
each

 
 

for t C water tank to supply water to a 
new elevated steel water tank at the side of the secondary school. The new secondary 
school and new female hostels will receive water supply from this new elevated water 
tank. Water supply to the gymnasium will branch out from an existing college facility as 
few utensils using water are installed in this building. In regard to the new staff houses, 
the Malawi side will be responsible for the laying of a service pipe from the municipal 
water main to meters at individual houses while the work to install the water meter and 

tion of the river water volume duri

r tank for exclusive w
th

The staff houses receive gravity water supply from the elevated water tank for 
munal water supply which is located at the back of the Post Office along the M4 and 
 house has its own water meter. 

The planned water supply under the Project is branching out between the meter 
he existing service pipe (100 A) and the elevated R
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indoor piping at each house is included in the scope of the Project. The planned water 
cons n in the table below. 
 
Figure 2-26  Planned water consumption of each new facility per day 

1) Water consumption at campus per day 
Water consumption
（L/day） 

umption of each new facility is show

Facility Item Calculation 
Max/day Average / day

Staff 21 persons × 60 L/M･day ＝  1,260 882
Student 640 persons × 30 L/M･day ＝  19,200 13,440Primary 

school 
Sub total  20,460 14,322

Staff 163 persons × 60 L/M･day ＝  9,780 6,846
Student 540 persons × 30 L/M･day ＝  16,200 11,340
Kitchen 703 meal × 1 time × 10 L/meal ＝ 7,030 4,921

Existing 
facilities 
of DCE Sub total  33,010 23,107

Student 540 persons × 110 L/M･day ＝  59,400 41,580Existing 
hostel Sub total  59,400 41,580
Water consumption of existing campus 112,870 79,009

Staff 26 persons × 60 L/M･day ＝ 1,560 1,092
Student 320 persons × 30 L/M･day ＝ 9,600 6,720Secondary 

school 
Sub total  11,160 7,812
Student 120 persons × 110 L/M･day ＝  13,200 9,240Female 

hostel Sub total  13,200 9,240
Water consumption of  secondary school and female hostel 24,360 17,052

Water consumption of whole academic facilities(existing ＋new facilities） 137,230 96,061
 

) Water consumption at staff houses per day 
Water consumption
（L/day） 

2

Facility Item Calculation 
Max/day Average / day

Existing 
facilities Staff families 176 persons × 150 L/M･day ＝ 26,400 18,480

New      
facilities Staff families 56 persons × 150 L/M･day ＝ 8,400 5,880

Water consumption of staff house（existing ＋new facilities） 34,800 24,360
 

Necessary water volume for whole campus  Water consumption
（L/day） 

  Max/day Average / day
 Actual 139,270 97,489
 After completion 

of the project 172,030 120,421
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Main pipe of city water

100mm 50mm

80m3

100mm 30m3

80mm 75mm

≒25m3

      Scope of Malawian side Scope of Japanese side

New facilities

Water
tank

Primary school

Eleveted
water tank

Female hostel

Existing
academic
facilities

Gymnasium

Male hostel

Eleveted
water
tank

Demonstration
secondary
school

Femele hostel

Staff houses

Staff houses

Ｍ

Ｍ

Ｍ

 
Figure 2-17  Flowchart of water supply 

<Water quality test> 
 

 Project plans the use of municipal water for drinking 
purposes as groundwater which is unsuitable for drinking based on the test results. 

roject.. 
 

 

 The water quality test laboratory of the University of Malawi was 
subcontracted to conduct a water quality test to determine whether groundwater 
from a borehole would be suitable for drinking purposes or not. For comparison 
purposes, the quality of municipal water was also tested. The test results are shown 
in the table below. The

Therefore, the borehole is not use on the p
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Table 2-27  Result o

6 15.9 ±0.3 ○ － 200
K mg/L 0 17 ±0.0 －

Mg mg/L 6.21 ±0.01 7.01 ±0.03 －  total
Ca mg/L 16.35 ±0.10 13.02 04 ±0.03 － 300
Fe mg/L 4 2.34 7 < ○ － 0.3
Cu mg/L <0 <0.02 < ○ 2.0 1.0
Zn mg/L 0.01 ±0.00 0.01 0 ±0.00 ○ － 1.0
Pb mg/L <0.05 ○ <0.05 ○ <0.05 ○ 0.01 0.05
Mn mg/L 0.27 ±0.01 △ 0.07 ±0.01 △ 0.07 ±0.01 △ 0.5 0.05

ＷＨＯ Japan
Dilution No. piece/mL Dilution No. piece/mL Dilution No. piece/mL piece/mL

Common 10 0 1 25 10 0 1 9 10 0 1 3
Germs 2 378 2 8 2 0

3 84 3 8 3 9
10-1 1 210 10-1 1 10 10-1 1 0

2 360 2 20 2 0
3 120 3 10 3 10

10-2 1 100 10-2 1 0 10-2 1 0
2 300 2 0 2 0
3 0 3 0 3 0

Colon 10 0 1 65 10 0 1 8 10 0 1 0
Bacilli 2 260 2 20 2 1

3 75 3 16 3 3
10-1 1 19 10-1 1 10 10-1 1 0

2 46 2 20 2 0
3 7 3 10 3 0

10-2 1 1 10-2 1 0 10-2 1 0
2 2 2 0 2 0
3 1 3 0 3 0

Item orehole Exi  Borehol City Water

Item New Borehole Existing Borehole City Water

100

× × △ 0 0

× × △ 0

f water quality test 
ＷＨＯ Japan

Na mg/L 22.8 ±0.
4 ±0.

○ ±0.2
±0.0

○ 2.3
0.6

±0.07 0.39
±0. 0.59

.82 ±0.00

.02
× ±0.0 × 0.03

0.02○
○

○
○±0.0 0.66

New B sting e

 
 
② Sewerage Facilities 
 

The original design for the campus facilities (1985) planned the installation of a 
septic tank at each building/house for subsequent infiltration. Because of the rise of the
groundwater table during the rainy season, however, it was decided to construct an 
oxidization pon f the campus for 
entralised treatment. This pond is currently full of ditch reed, requiring cleaning as well 

l there is leakage from the pipeline. The planned method 
tion of a septic tank for each facility and channelling to 

the existing oxidization pond.  
 

 

d at the side of the sports ground in the southern part o
c
as s udge removal. In addition, 
under the Project is the introduc

In regard to the drainage of rainwater, storm ditches will be introduced below the 
eaves of each planned facility for their connection to the existing drainage ditches on the 
campus. 
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    Septic tank

Male hostel

Demonstration
secondary school

    Septic tank

    Se ank

              New fa

Primary schoool

ouse

idization

e

female hostel

Existing academic
facilities

Gymnasium

Female hostel

Ox  pond

Staff hous

ptic t

cilities
staff h

 

 with a high tank will 
be ities. A sink(s) will be installed in 
each lab ry or workshop. 
 
◆ qu

uire calculated using the 
ar

SHASE  at schools are heavily used during breaks 
between lessons. Le
length of each less
during breaks of 60 
 

Figure 2-18  Flowchart of Sewerage 

 
 
③ Sanitation Facilities 
 

The cistern system which is commonly used in Malawi will be used for the 
flushing of bowls and urinals. Each toilet area will be provided with washbasins and 
mirrors, etc. For students of the demonstration secondary school, western type water 
closets and stainless steel continual urinals (serving 6 – 9 students)

 installed as these are commonly used at school facil
orato

 Calculation of Re ired Number of Toilets 

The req d number of toilets and washbasins was 
calculation stand
Engineers (

ds of the Society of Heating, Air-Conditioning and Sanitary 
) of Japan.  Toilets
vel 2 of the following table is applicable to Malawi based on the 
on of 50 minutes and the maximum waiting time for toilet use 
seconds. 
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Evaluation by maximum waiting time (second) 

Level １ 2 3 
Bowel 30 60 90 
Urinal 15 30 60 

Male 

Washbowl 5 10 20 
Bowl 30 60 90 Female 
Washbowl 10 20 40 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stand exist in Malaw
before start the construction t is necessary to c
concerned dr
 
⑤ Gas Pip
 

Each le in the science and biology labo s will 
ith a gas cock to allow the use of a gas burner. Meanwhile, each laborato
e draft chamber in the science laboratory will be served by propane gas pip

ylinders will be placed outside in view of safety and a central supply sy
stablished to supply gas to each laboratory table and the draft chamber. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure2-19  Calculation method of numbers of sanitary fixtures 
 
 
④ Fire Extinguishing System 

 
Fire plugs (with a 100 feet long hose reel) will be installed near th

each facility along the indoor corridors. These will be directly connected
supply line and no fire pumps will be installed. In addition, dry c
extinguishers will be provided at specified locations in the laboratories wher
hose are science laboratory, biology laboratory and H.E.  t

ard for the installation of fireplugs does not 
 work i onfirm by the City P

awings. 

elines 

 laboratory tab ratorie
w
th
c
e

対象人数：160 人  

Necessary number 
of instrument：6 

160 people  

Necessary number  
of instru

number：6)

Male

ment：3.5 

(Planning 
number：4)

(Planning 

Necessary
of instrum

(Plannin
number：4)

 number  
ent：2 

g 

Necessary number 
of instrument：5 

(Planning 
number：6)

Necessary number 
of instrument：4 

(Planning 
number：6)

Bowel Bowel

Urinal  

Washbowl 

Washbowl

Female 
number 

person

person

person 

person 

person

number

number 

number

160 people  

Source: Japan Air-Conditioning, Plumbing Engineering Ass
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i, however, 
nning with 

be equipped 
ry table and 
ing. The gas 
tem will be 

 entrance of 
to the water 
emical fire 

e fire is used, 

a

ciation



  
3) ons 

① Ex

 At present, a special high voltage distribution line (11 kV) runs underground 
from th

ch campus facility from the low voltage secondary 
n panel located to the north of the hall. Each staff house is 

ed with a watt-hour meter. 

 
Table2-2

Electrical Installati
 

isting Power Receiving and Transforming Systems 
 

e western side of the main entrance to a transformer (11 kV/400 V, 200 kVA) 
located halfway (some 100 m from the main entrance) along the premises road. 
Electricity is then distributed to ea
side via a distributio
independently equipp

 
The field survey found that the capacity of the existing transformer and the 

average electric power used at present are 200 kVA and less than 100 kVA respectively. 
As the total power demand of the planned facilities under the Project is approximately 33 
kVA based on the calculations shown below (Table 2-28), the excess capacity of the 
existing transformer can meet the power demand of the new facilities. Accordingly, no 
new transformer will be installed. 

8 Calculation of electrical power consumption 
Lighting Load（VA） Outlet Load（VA） Sub Total 

  
Area 
(㎡) （VA/㎡） （VA） （VA/㎡） （VA） （VA） 

1. Demo. Sec. School 2,236 3.5 8,000 1.8 4,000 12,000 
2. Staff Housing 1,111 5.5 6,000 1.8 2,000 8,000 
3. Female Hostel 1,444 11.0 16,000 3.0 4,000 20,000 
4. Computer Room 97 40.0 4,000 80.0 8,000 12,000 
5. Gymnasium 950 2.5 2,400 0.6 600 3,000 

Total 5,838  42,000  13,000 55,000 
  55,000× demand 0.6 ＝ 33,000 
    Total power consumption： 33KVA 

 
In regard to the supply of power to the planned facilities other than staff housing, 

power supply will be made through new service connections beyond the watt-hour meter 
at the existing distribution panel and, therefore, the work to provide these new 
connections will be included in the Project. However, in the case of the extension of 
power supply to the staff housing, an individual watt-hour meter will be installed in each 
house and the Malawi side will be responsible for extension of the service line from the 
transformer to the individual watt-hour meters. The cost of extension, etc. will be based 
on the electrical installation standards in Malawi described below. 

 
Table 2-29  Outline of electric service line extension work 

Item Outline 
Electrical Installation 
Standards 

No Malawi standards; BS, IEE (Institute of Electrical Engineers) and CAWS 
(Central Africa Wiring Standards) are used 

Rated Voltage and 
Power 

High voltage side: 11 kV; 33 k V; 66 kV; 132 kV 
Low voltage side: 3 φ 4 W 400 W/AC 230 V, 50 Hz 
ESCOM is responsible up to the watt-hour meter while the user is responsible 
for the rest of the work. 

Demarcation Point of 
Responsibility 

In the case of low voltage supply or a transformer capacity of less than 400 
kVA: ESCOM is responsible up to the watt-hour meter installed on the low 
voltage distribution panel (installed on the MSB in the case of existing 
facilities) while the user is responsible for the rest of the work. 
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Item Outline 
 In the case of a transformer capacity of 400 kVA or higher: ESCOM is 

responsible up to the power receiving and transforming facilities (high voltage 
distribution panel, transformer and high voltage watt-hour meter) while the 
user is responsible for work on the secondary side. 

Cost of Extension Transformer: some MK 250,000 for 100 kVA or some MK 316,000 for 200 
kVA 
Cables: some MK 600/m for 33 kV overhead aluminium cable of 100 m2

Work period: to be completed within six months of application 
Source: ESCOM (Electricity Supply Corporation of Malawi) 

 
② Trunk Power Equipment 

 
 Power will be distributed from the low voltage distribution panel for the existing 

transformer to the lighting distribution panel and power control panel at each planned 
facility via buried cable. As the connecting corridors for the existing facilities have pits 
for power distribution, these pits will be used where possible for part of the new 
distribution routes. Beyond the panels mentioned above, the wiring system will use 
conduits. No alarm panel indicating abnormalities of the power receiving and 
transforming equipment, generating unit and plumbing systems will be installed under 
the Project. 

 
Table 2-30 Power system for trunk and branch circuit 
 Power supply method 
Trunk lighting and power circuit Three phase four wire; 400/230V 
Receptacles for lighting Single phase two wire; 230V 
Power for plumbing system Single phase two wire; 230V 

 
③ Lighting Facilities 
 

Necessary number of lighting fixtures in the room shall be decided by the 
required luminous intensity in the room. Luminous intensity in the classrooms in the 
practice secondary school is to be 300lx  for reading book  in considering rainy days. 
Computer room luminous intensity is 500lx for matching to the brightness of  the 
monitor screen. Luminous intensity of Corridor and toilets are standardised as100lx. To 
save energy, switching will, in principle, be conducted in-situ, i.e. in the same room, by 
means of adopting the fine zoning of areas for lighting. Corridors, etc. will allow zonal 
switching while the outdoor and security lights will use an automatic switching system
The power outlets will be ordinary BS outlets. The light sources will be mainly 

y maintenance. 
 

Table 2-31 Planned luminous intensity for main rooms 
cility Planned luminous intensity 

. 

fluorescent lamps of a size which can be locally purchased for eas

Fa
Rooms for demonstration secondary school 300Lx 
Dormitory rooms for female hostel 100Lx 
Computer room 500Lx 
Gymnasium 100Lx 
Corridor, Toilets 100Lx 
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 Fire Alarm ④

evacuation of anyone inside a building by the early detection and warning of a fire by an 
alarm.  

 system is not existing in Malawi, 
however, before start the construction work it is necessary to confirm by the City 

ned drawings. 
 

4) 
 
 

of
so
D
A
ad

 
 ne is planned in the administration 

office of the demonstration secondary school, the hall of the new female hostels and the 
s the hitherto unused extension lines of the existing PBX will be used 

to provide new telephone lines to these locations, no new PBX will be installed. Wiring 

 
puter room is not planned, no telephone 

e to the computer room. 

 
A manual fire alarm will be installed at strategic points to enable the safe 

Standard for the installation of fire alarm

Planning with concer

Telephone System 

There is a telephone exchange of the telephone corporation on the right-hand side 
 a bridge over Domasi River some 500 m east of the DCE along the road running to the 
uth of the campus in the direction of the MIE. This exchange provides 10 lines for the 
CE (three are connected to a switchboard) and some 25 lines for individual households. 
 switchboard (10/100 lines) made by Alcatel is installed at the PBX in the 
ministration office to serve extension and there are some 30 unused extension lines. 

Under the Project, the installation of a telepho

gymnasium, etc. A

will be conducted through the existing pits and the ground. 

As the use of the Internet in the com 
extension will be mad
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Table 2-32  Planned facility equipment 

A/C Ｃｅｉｌｉｎｇ　FanVentilationWater/Dranag Hand Basin Fir
AC/Vent Works Water/Dranage/G

e Exter Gas Outlet Tel.wire Lux
　Demonstration Secondary School

Administration Bl

Head t

eput - - - - - ○ ○ 300

etary room - - - - - - - ○ ○ 300

Staff r - ○ ○ 300

Teache 's room - 300

Kitche ○ - - 100

Strage - - - - -

WC - ○ - -

Corrid ○

Acade k

Class room - - - 300

Scienc - - 300

Biology laboratory - - -

Home Economics Lab. - -

Craft workshop - - 300

Prepar - - 100

Storag - - - - - - - - 100

Public

Librar - - 300

Multip - - 300

Prepar - - 100

Storage - - - - - - - 100

ommon space

- - - - 100

an ○ - - - 100

　Staff House
iving/Dining

ed ro

Kitche

WC - -

orag 100

　Female Hostel
Study - - - - ○ - 100

WC + Shower roo - - ○ - - - -

Laundry - - ○

orridor - - -

　Computer Room
om - - - - ○ ○ 500

Prepar - -

Corridor - - - - -

E.　Gymnas
Gymnasium - -

Male locker - -

Female locker - - -

Storage - - -

as Works Electrical Works

A.
ock

eacher's room - ○ - - - - - ○ ○ 300

u head teacher's room - ○D

Secr

oom - - - - - -

r

n

- - - -

- -

- -

○ -

○ ○

○ -

- - - - 100

- - - 100

- ○ - 100

-

-

○

or, Hall - - - -

mic Bloc
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-
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-
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e
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-
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C
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-

-

- - ○
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-

○

- 100
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D.
C puter room ○ - -

ation room - - - -

-

- -

-

○

-

100

100-

ium

roo

- - - - - ○ - 100

-m - ○ - - - - 100

 room - ○ - - - - 100

- - - - - - 100  
 

egend:   〇 equipped        - non-equipped       lux: planned luminous intensity 

)  Construction Materials Plan 
 

• Selection of locally established materials and finishing methods to suit the local 
climate 

 
• Selection of materials and construction methods which are easy to maintain to reduce 

the construction cost 
 

L
 
 
(5

The construction materials are selected based on the following principles 
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• Local procurement of construction materials as much as possible to facilitate repair 
and maintenance without external assistance and to reduce the construction cost 

• Use of materials in line with the standard designs of the MoEST, World Bank and 

 Roofing Materials 

• 
ed for all of the existing facilities 

r, the cooling tiles often slip and, 
therefore, corrugated coloured sheet metal and its improved type have often been used 

 the World Bank Project, 
corrugated coloured sheet metal is used and a ceiling is only provided for laboratories. 

 metal will be used for the Project and ceilings will be introduced to 

 
② 

n Malawi will be employed for the external 
walls as in the case of the existing facilities. 

 
③ 
 

• The windows will be steel top-hinged outswinging windows which are common in 
f security will be provided with security 

grills. The opening area of the windows will be determined to secure an adequate 

④ Interior Finish 
 

• The floors will be mortar with a trowel finish on RC slabs to ensure durability. 
 

• In principle, the interior walls will be mortar with a paint finish on brick walls in 
accordance with the common method in Malawi and the brick walls will be partially 
exposed for variation. 

 
• In principle, the ceilings will be made of softboard with a paint finish which is the 

common method for schools and other buildings in Malawi. As the roof of the existing 
facilities are made of cooling tiles placed on corrugated sheet metal without a ceiling, 
teaching in the classrooms on the north side is sometimes disrupted by a rise of the 

 

other donors 
 

The main materials to be used are outlined next. 
 
①
 

The common roofing method in Malawi is the laying of cooling tiles above galvanised 
corrugated sheet metal and this method was employ
of the DCE. With the passing of time, howeve

recently. In the case of secondary schools built under

As a result, ordinary classrooms without a ceiling experience a sharp rise of the room 
temperature due to radiant heat. In view of this, highly durable improved corrugated 
coloured sheet
improve insulation in order to prevent radiant heat. 

External Walls 
 

• Fair face brickwork which is common i

Doors and Windows 

Malawi and windows where is necessary o

luminous intensity while preventing the intrusion of low sunlight in the morning and 
evening to prevent a rise of the indoor temperature. 

 
• The interior doors will have a steel frame and wood panels which are common in 

Malawi. 
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room temperature. A ceiling will, therefore, be introduced for those rooms which may 
 radiant heat. 

 
nn  facilities and th  

omp
 

Table 2-33 Comparison ethod for the project 

L ethod 

suffer from a high temperature due to

The pla ed specifications for the new
ared below. 

 between local and selected m

ose of the existing
facilities are c

 ocal method Selected m Reason for selection 

Exterior： M
Roof 

etal
(Roof e  

 roof  Metal roof 
 tile) 

Dual roof for weather proof and heat 
absorption and cost performanc

Wall Fair f
Brick + Mortar + Paint

 faced brick 
nd crack proof 

aced brick Fair Common use in local.  Easy 
maintenance a

Fittings Steel 
Wood

l 
or：Wooden + 
frame 

nger than aluminium and cost en 
Exterior：Stee
Interi
Steel 

Common use in local.   
Stro
performance.  

Interior： 
Floor 

Mortar trowel Mortar trowel Common use in local and cost 
performance. 

Wall Mortar + Paint Mortar + Paint 
Partially brick face 

on use in local and cost 
performance. 
Comm

Ceiling Soft Board + Paint or 
no ceiling 

Soft Board + Paint Common use in local and heat 
absorption. 

 
2 n Fini  
 
 ne aterials are desc y is 

the use of materials, including imported materials, which can be easily procured locally 
sy lanned 

 
 

all 

) Planned Mai shing Materials for Each Facility

The plan d main finishing m ribed below. The principal polic

and which are ea  to maintain for all of the p facilities. 

Table 2-34 Finishing plan for exterior 
Roof Eave Sash Column･Beam･W

Galvanized steel roof CSA board t6 + AEP Steel Fair faced brick 

 
ing

Skirt･Base 
Table 2-35  Finish  plan for interior 

 Story Floor Wall Ceiling Fitting 
Demonstration 

hool 1 Mortar trowel Mortar  + AEP + 
Secondary Sc

Mortar t10  Soft Board t6  Steel frame 
+ AEP + AEP Wooden door t40 

Staff House 1 Same above Same above Same above Same above Same above 
Female Hostel 1 Same above Same above Same above Same above Same above 

Computer Room 1 Same above Same above Same above Same above Same above 
Gymnasium 1 Same above Same above Same above No ceiling Same above 

 
 
(6)  Consideration of Gender and the Disabled 
 

 th
b all o s 
plan is elimination of a a
 

In addition to e introduction of toilets for the disabled, a user 
f the facilities. One concrete mea
ny differences in level to achieve b

friendly structure will 
sure to be adopted by the facilitie
rrier-free facilities. 

e considered for 
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2.2.5  Basic Plan of Equipment 
 
(1)  Gene
 

st f he Ma ed 
l he de to 
e ine the necessary he standard list of  the syllabus and the 

orld Bank project were referred to for examination of the necessary laboratory equipment. 

1 equired for Impl  of Curriculum 
 

ment for the science 
Equipment for the HE and handicrafts workshops 

 
2 iture Required for Functioning of Educational Fa
 

es, or t he 
on s ables and stacking shelves, etc. for the 

ary 
study des r the b

an mputer room 
s, no  and others 

 
3 ment Requir

, OHP and screen for the multi-purpose hall 
uding a copier 

• Bal and others for the gymn
 
( riculum
 

 curri labus prepared by the MoEST found that the 
e in the table below is also required. Based on this list, equipment with 
versatile use which does not require m the Project. Although 
t tration s s oses, 
i  equipment of the DCE’s laboratories will be commonly used to 
avoid the supply of duplicated equipm

ral 

As the reque or equipment submitted by t lawi side did not contain a detail
ist of equipment, t
xam

three categories of equipment 
 equipment. T

scribed below were introduced 
equipment for

W
 

) Equipment R ementation

• Equip and biology laboratories 
• 

) Furn cilities 

• Desks, tabl
demonstrati

chairs, cabinets and others f
econdary school and reading t

he classrooms and offices of t

school libr
• Beds, 
• Desks, chairs 

ks, chairs and lockers, etc. fo edrooms in the female hostels 
d cabinets for the co
tice boards• Blackboard

) Equip ed for School Operation 
 

• Speaker system
• Office equipment, incl

lgame nets asium 

2)  Examination of Cur  and Equipment 

Examination of the culum and syl
quipment listed 

any consumables is selected for 
econdary school are separate bodiehe DCE and the demons  for operational purp

t is assumed that the range of
ent under the Project. 
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Table 2-36  Examination of curriculum and equipment 
a.  Integrated Science (Physics and Chem

ent 

istry) 
Teaching Contents 
Under the Curriculum Equipm Purpose of Use 

Water and solutions Glass appa us, such as beakers and 
flasks, test-
and balanc

aratus f

Used for experiments to separate mixed 
er 

purpo

rat
tube racks, washing bottles 
es, etc. as auxiliary 

so

app or experiments 

lutions through distillation and oth
ses 

Scientific experiment Th
techniques magnify

ermome rs, stopwatches and 
ing

Used to teach 
ex

te
 glasses 

basic techniques for 
periments 

Concept of dynamics Spring bala . Us cs nces and bar magnets, etc ed for basic experiments on dynami
Work and energy Thermome Usters, etc. ed for teaching on heat capacity 
Energy and machinery Pulleys and Used cal 

enlargement ratio 
 ropes, etc. for teaching on mechani

Concept of electrical Ammeters, voltmeters, switches,  
s, etc. 

Used for basic experiments on electrical 
circuits current transistor

Concepts of light and Plane mi
reflectio

rrors and others Used for teaching on the relationship 
n between focal distance and image 

Concept of matter Glass apparatus, including test-tubes, 
etc. 

Used for experiments on chemical 
reactions 

 
b.  Natural Science 

Teaching Contents 
Under the Curriculum Equipment Purpose of Use 

Scientific research 
techniques 

Glass apparatus, including test-tubes, 
beakers and flasks,, and thermometers, 
etc. 

Used for teaching on the safe use of 
laboratory experiment apparatus 

Exercises on dynamics Spring balances, etc. Used for teaching on forces acting on 
material bodies 

Exercises on electricity Ammeters, voltmeters, variable 
 switches, etc. 

Exercises on series and parallel circuits, 
etc. resistors and knife

Exe owders and bearing Used for teaching on magnetic force and 
fields 

rcises on magnetism Bar magnets, iron p
magnets, etc. 

M lars, com ers, evaporati
beakers, filter paper, pokers and steel 

tc. 

Used for teaching on t
between chemical compounds and 
mixtures  th

olecu pounds Gas burn
and structures 

ng dishes, 

tripods, e

he differences 

 and eir properties 
Exercises
reactions 

Glass apparatus es,  
combustion spo

Used for teachi
between physical and chem

 on chemical , including test-tub
ons, etc. 

ng on the differences 
ical changes 

Force and Slopes and pulle Used for teachi es of 
machinery, etc. 

 machinery ys, etc. ng on the advantag

Specific gravity of 
matter 

Graduated measuring cylinders, etc. Used for exercises on the measurement of 
specific g ity rav

Heat capa
co

Thermometers a  for c city and heat 
n nductio

nd alcohol lamps, etc. Used basi experiments on heat 

Pr ties  Plane mirrors, le prisms, etc. Used for c oper  of light nses and basi experiments on light 
 
c.  Biology 

Te ng 
Under the Curriculum Eqachi Contents uipment Purpose of Use 

La tor
techniques 

ass apparatus
alcohol lamps, microscopes, slide glass 
nd dissecting to

Used for teachi
use of laboratory apparatus/tools 

bora y research Gl , including beakers, 

a ols, etc. 

ng on the proper and safe 

Li  thi
lif

icroscopes an Used for  de of 
living thin  

ving ngs in daily M
e 

d preparations, etc. the finition and observation 
gs

Di ion etc. Used for teachi e 
processes 

gest  by mammals Test-tubes, ng on chemical digestiv

Interaction between 
organisms and the 

Thermometers and others Used for teaching on the constituents of 
the natural world 
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natural world 
P nthesis  and gla

 test-tubes 
Used for teaching on t sis 
proces for observ a 

hotosy Microscopes
including

ss apparatus, he photosynthe
ation of stomats and 

Nutrition of humans Glass apparatus, including test-tubes Used for teaching on the nutrition of food
Bre ng Glass apparatus Used fo xperi r 

vapour O
athi  mechanism , including flasks r e ments to measure wate

and C 2 in the air 
Fun ions
ears 

Anatomical mod ear 
and other items 

Used for teachi  of 
the eye and ear 

ct  of eyes and els of the eye and ng on the mechanism

 
d.  HE Labor

Teaching C
Un  the E Pu

atory 
ontents 

 Curriculum der quipment rpose of Use 

< Cooking > 
Gra s ookers Used for teachi lue 

of grain
in Electric c  and kitchen scales, 

etc. 
ng on the nutritional va

s 
Fre mea t 
pr s 

Electric hot plat Used for teachi t 
and egg

sh 
duct

t and mea
o

es and others ng on how to cook mea
s 

Milk and  toasters, et Used for teachi
products 

dairy products Oven c. ng on milk and dairy 

Frui cales, Used for teaching on how to cook fruit 
and ve les 

t and vegetables Electric cookers and kitchen s
etc. getab

< Dress-Making > 
Ma ials
com osition of clothes 

Pedal-operated s Used for teachi -
making 

ter  and ewing machines ng on the basics of dress
p

Han Used for teaching on how to sew 
manual

dling of needles Sewing kits 
ly 

Stit ing d s Used for teachi ocessch exercises Pedal-operate ewing machines ng on the stitching pr
Finishing n Used foElectric irons a d ironing boards, etc. r teaching on the finishing method

 
e.  Handicraft

T
Cur P

s Course 
eaching Contents Under the 

riculum Equipment urpose of Use 

Tec ical
• wi
• Drawing of curved lines 

Draw res, drawing 
equi L ines 

hn  drawing 
Dra ng of straight lines ing boards, T squ

pment and others 
a earning how to draw l

Crafts design and technology 
 of materials 
e 

Craft design kit Learning of design • Characteristics
• Design practic
Woodworking 
• Characteristics of wood 
• Woodworking practice 

Drilling machines, rulers, handsaws and 
chisels, etc. Woodworking practice 

Metalworking 
• Characteristics of metal 
• Metalworking practice 

Drills, hammers and anvils, etc. Metalworking practice 

 
In addition, the possible inclusion of the equipment listed below is examined as office 

quipme ent, equipment for meetings and training and sports equipment for the gymnasium, etc. 
which are required for the proper operation of the school. 
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f.  Equipment for School Operation 
Type of School Equipment Required ose of Use Operation Purp

School administration 
• Office work and tests Copier Office work, including the preparation 

ars and test papers of circul
Multi-purpose hall 
• Meeting
 
• Training s 

 
Speaker s e, 
amplifier 
OHP and 

• Used for meetings or training 
olving 50 – 100 people 

s and training 

 and conference

ystem (microphon
and speaker) inv
screen • As above 

 

Sports equi
• Equipm
• Blackbo e boards 

e
Blackboa
boards 

quired for ballgame practice 
• Required for classrooms and 

s, etc. 

pment and others 
ent for the gymnasium 

 
Ballgam

ards and notic
 nets and poles 

 
• Re

rds and notice 
laboratorie

 
 
(3)  List of  Equipment 
 

Th  be provided lected based on the above 
atio type and purpo quipment are shown in the 
low prehensive list nt is given in the Equipment 

List in 2.3.
 

Wh d quantity is bas laboratory tables (five 
 ea 40 students, ing. 

uant nt  set 
emon n by the teacher is consi  are planned to be conducted 

using a laboratory table for students. 
 
Table 2-37  ent 

＜A. Equipment for Labor ＞ 
Code 

 Main

e equipment to
n results. The 

under the Project is se
se of use of each main eexamin

table be . A more com of the planned equipme
 

ile the planne ed on the introduction of eight 
students ch) for a class of the introduction of six tables is planned for cook
The q
for d

ity of each type of equipme is based on the number of these tables. No extra
stratio dered as demonstrations

List of planned main equipm

atories
Name of Equipment Main Specifications Q’ty Purpose of Use 

Integrated Science 
16 Measuring cylinder, graduated 100x 16 1ml, 250x2ml For measuring volume 

21 Spring nce 10x0 Experiment for the force bala .1N, 1x0.01N 8 
27 Voltm For DC -5 For electric circuit eter ～+15V 8 
36 Table Cap.2 For basic weighing skill balance 00g, with weight 8 

Physical Science 
12 B Capa 16 For chemical reaction eaker city 100ml, 300ml 
19 O i-co 8 Experiment for optics ptical lens set B ncave, bi-convex, etc. 
24 Burner For L 8 Experiment for distillation PG 
28 T For b For heating experiment ripod stand urner, spirit lamp 16 

Biology 
10 S  Bloo Construction of tissues pecimen, prepared d types, cells, etc. 1 

20 Student roscope 40～ 8 For biological observation mic 400x, monocular 

21 D t Dish, 8 Observation of a living body issecting tool se  scissors, etc. 
22 M Eye m 1 Learning for human body odels odel, ear model 
25 P Press 1 For sterilizing glassware ressure sterilizer ure type, 10L 
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＜B. Equipme  
Name of Equipment Main Specifications Q’ty Purpose of Use 

nt for Practicing＞
Code 

Home Econ (Cookery) omics 
1 E r Doub 6 For practicing cookery lectric cooke le stove, 2kWx2 
3 K Top- For weighinh of food itchen scale pan, capacity 2kg 6 
5 Upright fridge 350L For preserving food , with freezer 1 

Home Economics (Clothing) 
8 Treadle sawing machine Voca or sawing tional type 8 Experiment f

10 Electric iron With etc. steaming, 1000W 4 For finishing, 
11 Dres Scisso 8 re smaking set rs, thimble, etc. For cutting textu

Workshop 
1 Portable electric drill machine For i For metal/wooden work ron/wood, with bits 8 
2 Upright electric drill machine Table-top, 13mm boring 4 For wooden work 
9 Hammer Claw hammer, mallet 8 For metal/wooden work 

10 Portable drawing board 900x600, with T-square 20 Learning of drawing techs 

 

＜C. Equipment for Administration Block＞ 
Code Name of Equipment Main Specifications Q’ty Purpose of Use 

1 Photocopier 15cpm or more, max.A3 1 Copying of material 

 

＜D. Equipment for Assembly Room＞ 
Code Name of Equipment Main Specifications Q’ty Purpose of Use 

1 Public address set Microphone, spealer,etc. 1 For public addressing 
3 OHP Halogen lamp, 400W 1 For projection of document 

 

＜E. Equipment for Gymnasium＞ 
Code Name of Equipment Main Specifications Q’ty Purpose of Use 

1 Goods for volleyball Supporting rods, net 2 For physical training 
2 Goods for basketball Movable goal post 1 For physical training 

 
 
(4)  Furniture 
 

The standard school furniture is determined by the EDMU/PIU and the World Bank 
and AfDB have adopted specifications which are based on such standard furniture. This 
standard range and specifications of school furniture are also adopted for the Project, taking 
interchangeability with existing furniture and convenience for repair into consideration. Most 
such furniture is imported from South Africa although local secondary schools with a small 
number of classrooms (CDSS) sometimes use local products. 
 

The classroom furniture consists of single seat desks and chairs for 40 students, a 
teacher’s desk and chair and a blackboard. Two furniture sizes will be introduced for students 
to serve the two lower grades and two higher grades in view of the physical growth of the 
students between these grades. The office furniture includes desks, chairs and cabinets for the 
principal’s office, teachers’ room and preparation rooms, etc. Furniture for staff housing is not 
included in the Project as it should be provided by the Malawi side. 
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Table 2-38  List of planned furniture 

Facilities Name of Furniture Specifications Q'ty
<Demonstration Secondary School> 
Adm 900x700x740mm, wooden 25inistration Office Desk 
  Office Chair Revolving chair 25
   1800x900x740mm, wooden 3Folding Table
  x520x450mm, without armrest 12Wooden Chair 480
  0x900x740mm, wooden 2Desk for Principal/Vice Principal 180
  Revolving chair 2Office Chair 
  1800x700x700mm, artifitial leather 2Sofa 
  700x700x700mm, artifitial leather 2Arm Chair 
  1200x600x450mm, wooden 2Center Table 
  500x500x400mm, artifitial leather 2Stool 
  900x450x1200mm, wooden 17Cabinet 
  1500x520x540mm, wooden 1Stool for waiting 
Class Ro 700x450x740mm, wooden 320om Desk for Student 
  480x520x450mm, without armrest 320Wooden Chair 
  1200x600x740mm, wooden 8Desk for Teacher 
  480x520x450mm, without armrest 8Wooden Chair 

Experimental Table 1800x900x800mm, with double sink, water tap, gas cock 16
Experimental Table for Teacher 1800x900x800mm, with single sink, water tap, gas cock 2
Stool 400x400x700mm, wooden 82
Cabinet 1200x450x1800mm, wooden 2
Cabinet 900x450x1800mm, wooden 6
Side Experimental Table 3000x600x800mm, with single sink, water tap, gas cock 9

Lab ries 
(Bio
Sci
 

1200x1250x750mm、with water tap, gas cock 2

orato
logy, 

ence) 

Draft Chanbaer 
Experimental Table 1800x900x800mm, with double sink, water tap, gas cock 6
Experimental Table for Teacher 1800x900x800mm, with single sink, water tap, gas cock 1
Stool 400x400x700mm, wooden 31
Cabinet 1200x450x1800mm, wooden 2
Cabinet 900x450x1800mm, wooden 6
Side Experimental Table 3000x600x800mm, with single sink, water tap, gas cock 8
Experimental Table 1800x900x800mm, wooden 8
Experimental Table for Teacher 1800x900x800mm, wooden 1

Home 
Economi
Craft Wo
 

400x400x450mm, wooden 41

cs 
rkshop 

Stool 
Library  1800x1000x740mm, wooden 7Library Desk (large)
   800x600x740mm, wooden 23Library Desk (small)
  480x520x450mm, without armrest 51Wooden Chair 
  900x450x1800mm, both sides shelves, wooden 32Book Shelf 
  Cabinet 900x450x1800mm, wooden 4
  Reception Counter 600x5000mm, L-shaped, wooden 1
  Office Chair Revolving chair 2
Multipurpose Folding Table 1800x600x740mm, wooden 16
  Folding Chair Steel, artifitial leather 100
<Gymnasium> 
Locker Room Locker 3,600x450x1800mm, wooden 2
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Facilities Name of Furniture Specifications Q'ty
<Female Hostel> 
Study Ro m Bed 950x2050x450mm, wooden 120o
  Side Desk 750x600x740mm, wooden 120
  Wooden Chair 480x520x450mm, without armrest 120
  Locker 450x900x1800mm, wooden 120
<Computer Room> 
Compute 900x900x740mmm, wooden, with cable holes 20 Room PC Desk 
  1800x900x740mmm, wooden, with cable holes 1PC Desk for Teacher 
  Office Chair Revolving chair 21
Preparation Cabinet 900x450x1800mm, wooden 4

 
 
(5)  Procurement Plan 
 

In regard to educational equipment, while general-purpose office equipment, etc. can 
be procured locally, the import of science equipment, etc. from a third country is assumed 
because of the absence of local products. 
 

The SEP of the World Bank plans to provide more than 400 items as required 
equipment, etc. for new secondary schools (320 students) and the main items are listed in the 
Appendix. The international tender for the planned equipment resulted in only one bidder 
from Malawi. The other bidders were two UK companies, two South African companies and 
one Indian company. The local bidder was a section of a company of which the main business 
is the supply of pharmaceuticals and medical equipment. This company acts as an agent for 
Philip Harris and Fisher Scientific of the UK. The science equipment used by the DCE is 
made by Philip Harris of the UK. 
 

In regard to the procurement of furniture, import from South Africa is a common 
practice if the quantity is large. For example, the SEP of the World Bank imports furniture 
from South Africa. However, as wooden furniture can be procured in Malawi, the main 
sources for furniture supply under the Project are planned to be Malawi for wooden furniture 
and South Africa for mass-produced steel and other types of furniture. 
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2.3 si
 

(1) Architectural Drawings 

 

1. Site Plan 

2. Demonstration Secondary School 

3-1. Staff Houses 

3-2. Head Teacher’s House 

4, Female Hostel 

5. Computer Room 

6. Gymnasium 

7. Water Supply Plan 

8. Drainage Plan 

9. Electrical Connection Plan 

 

(2) Equipment List 

 

1. Integrated Science 

2. Physical Science 

3. Biology 

4. Home Economics 

5. Workshop 

6. Administration Block 

7. Class Room 

8. Library 

9. Multi Purpose Hall 

10. Female Hostel 

11. Computer Room 

12. Gymnasium 

Basic De gn Drawings / Equipment List 
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